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Proverbs give a wonderful insight into a culture.

To some African ethnic groups proverbs are not explained but rather they are self-explanatory. Their meaning is straightforward. In fact, proverbs in a nutshell communicate truth. Truth is sometimes bitter and can be corrupted by logical grammatical usage in language. Nevertheless proverbs spare the corruption of truth.

– Okeke Onyeka Augustine, Tanzania
Dedicated to
Abubakr Sidahmed and Gerald Lauche,
my friends, guides, and compass.
Your sudden death made me lose my Nubian direction,
may your souls rest in peace.
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Introduction

In the 1995/96 academic year, twenty-five Egyptian Nubian students of the Faculty of Social Work in Aswan were recruited by Dr. Mud-dathir Salim to complete a brief Nubian ethnological survey, largely restricted to the area of New Nubia, over a period of several months. They documented Egyptian Nubian culture and heritage, among them proverbs, tales, lullabies, marriage customs, and moulid and mourning songs, as well as models of Nubian clothes, jewelry, and houses. Unfortunately their work remained incomplete and unpublished.

During this project, I collected about fifty Fadijja proverbs. Together with two female students, Walaa Salah al-Din from the village of Dahmit, who collected forty-two Kenzi proverbs, and Sanaa Gaber from village of Al-Maliki, who found nine Arabic proverbs, I continued working on Fadijja and Mattokki/Kenzi proverbs until the end of 1999, at which point I had collected about 365 Fadijja proverbs. This project turned into an obsession and a personal race to collect and document the heritage and folklore of Nubia. Nowadays (2020), my collection contains about 2,000 proverbs, in addition to dozens of tales, songs, and photographs.

A Note on the Presentation

The five hundred proverbs in this book are presented in three ways:

1. In Nubian script: ⲅⲓⲛⲇⲓ ⳝⲁ̄ⲅⲓ ⲫⲉⲛⲧⲓ ⲕⲁⲙⲙⲟⲩⲛ.

The transliteration follows the table on the next page:

1 Following the method presented in Mukhtar Khalil KABBARA, Nubiinga sikkir faaywa? [How Do We Write the Nubian Language?], 1st edn. (Cairo: Nubian Studies and Documentation Center, 1997) and Nubiinga kull [Learning the Nubian Language] (Cairo: Nubian Studies and Documentation Center, 1999).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nubian character</th>
<th>Approximate phonetic value</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ̃</td>
<td>[aː]</td>
<td>aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Λ</td>
<td>[b]</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Γ</td>
<td>[g]</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ̄</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ε</td>
<td>[ε]</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ε̂</td>
<td>[εː]</td>
<td>ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η̄</td>
<td>[tʃ]</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ζ</td>
<td>[z]</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ι</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ῑ</td>
<td>[iː]</td>
<td>ii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ϊ</td>
<td>[j]</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Κ</td>
<td>[k]</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Λ</td>
<td>[l]</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Μ</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ν</td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ο</td>
<td>[ɔ]</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ο̄</td>
<td>[ɔː]</td>
<td>oo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΟΨ</td>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΟΨ̄</td>
<td>[uː]</td>
<td>uu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Π</td>
<td>[p]</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ρ</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ</td>
<td>[s]</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Τ</td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Φ</td>
<td>[f]</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ψ</td>
<td>[w]</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Υ</td>
<td>[ʃ]</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ζ</td>
<td>[h]</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. A literal English translation: “Whoever is afraid of thorns will not eat dates.”

4. An indication as to when the proverb is used: To those who want to get something, yet fear the troubles that may come.

This collection of proverbs is loosely organized into several semantic domains, such as work, upbringing, agriculture, and marriage & family. The basis for classification is the proverb’s literal meaning. It may belong to a different semantic domain, as well.

Writing Nobíin: A Brief Chronology

Three orthographies have been involved in writing the Nobíin (Fadijja/Mahas) language, namely Nubian, Latin, and Arabic. In the Christian era of the Nubian kingdoms, a native script was derived from Greek, Coptic, and Meroitic scripts to write the Old Nubian language. If we accept the notion that considers Old Nubian as a direct ancestor of Nobíin, then perhaps the 8th century CE was the first time for Nobíin to appear in writing. Stricker endorses Griffith’s view when he writes that Old Nubian is the “medieval phase of the language now spoken between Korosko and Hannak.” All Old Nubian literary works, both literary and documentary, are written in the distinctive Nubian script.

Nobíin in Latin script appeared centuries later. Here we are going to make a panoramic review with a particular focus on works of a literary nature. A tentative vocabulary list of Nobíin was made by Burckhardt. De Cadalvene and de Breuvery also included a vocabulary list in their survey of Egypt and Turkey. The transliteration systems employed in these works reflected the traditions pertaining to the respective countries to which each belonged. For instance, De Cadalvene and De Breuvery maintain the characters /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/,

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nubian character</th>
<th>Approximate phonetic value</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ⳝ</td>
<td>[dʒ]</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ⳟ</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>ng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ⳡ</td>
<td>[ɲ]</td>
<td>ny</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

and /ou/ (for /u/) for short as well as for long vowels. It is only after Lepsius introduced his notational system in 1853 that modifications of Latin scripts began showing systematic and standardized orientations that have culminated in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). A real Nobíin literary work written in Latin script did not appear for more than two decades. The Gospel of Mark, translated into Nobíin and typeset in Latin script, was published in Berlin in 1860. It was translated in Cairo under the supervision of Lepsius by a Sudanese Nubian named Hasan, who was from the village of “Seree” (i.e., Serre, without identifying whether it was Serre East or West). From that time until the first decade of the 20th century, many editions of this Nobíin gospel appeared. Years later, Reinisch published his Nobíin–German and German–Nubian dictionary, where Nobíin is represented in what seemed to Reinisch as two distinct dialects, “Fadisch” and “Mahassi.” In fact he treats Andaandi/Dongolawi, Mattokki/Kenzi, Fadijja, and Mahas as dialects of a single Nile Nubian language. A year later, the impressively comprehensive work of Lepsius on Nubian grammar appeared containing a Nubian–German and German–Nubian dictionary, and the translation of the Gospel of Mark in Nobíin. Latin script was used for writing Nobíin. In 1888, Rochemonteix produced his book of Nubian tales, which contained nine tales in Nobíin written in Latin script, with their French translations. For some reason, one of these Nobíin tales was produced in Arabic script. The Nobíin Gospel of Mark appeared in Cairo in 1899 in Arabic script. By then the Old Nubian manuscripts had been being identified as Nubian by Schäfer and Schmidt, to be properly deciphered and extensively studied by Griffith, and later more analyzed and criticized by Zyhlarz. In 1913, Hans Abel’s book appeared, which contained small examples of Nobíin folktales with their German translations and explanations and a glossary at the end using the Latin script.

7 Ibid.
10 M. de Rochemonteix, Quelques contes nubiens (Cairo, 1888).
A few decades later, in 1955, Mutwalli Badr published his first book on Nobín,\textsuperscript{16} with some excerpts from the Andaandi/Dongolawi–Mattock/Kenzi language and a vocabulary of Nobín. He used both Latin and Arabic scripts for writing Nobín. By this he initiated and launched a new era for writing Nobín using Arabic script in a purely secular fashion in contrast to the missionary productions of the Gospel of Mark. The Latin script was also used by Abd Al-Rahman Ayoub in his study of the verbal system of the Fadiija dialect of Nobín,\textsuperscript{17} where he includes in the appendix fifteen pieces, mostly folktales. A little later Latin script was also used by Bell in his publication on Nubian place-names in the geographical region known as the “Belly of Stones,” extending southwards from the Second Cataract in the middle of the Nobín-speaking region.\textsuperscript{18} In 1978, Mutwalli Badr produced his book on Nobín proverbs, using the Arabic script for writing Nobín.\textsuperscript{19} In the same year, although it appeared as undated, his unprecedented Nobín primer appeared with Latin script as the means of writing.\textsuperscript{20} This Arabic–Latin dualism of writing characterizes all his works.

The decade of the 1990s witnessed a revival of the Nubian script for writing Nobín but the fruit did not ripen until late in the nineties. By the turn of the twenty-first century, the script has become the choice of a considerable number of Nubian intellectuals in Sudan and Egypt as well.\textsuperscript{21} This surge was initiated by an article by Old Nubian scholar Gerald M. Browne.\textsuperscript{22} Within two decades his researches and publications on Old Nubian language amounted to more than sixty titles. The legacy of Latin script continued with Simon\textsuperscript{23} publishing Andaandi and Nobín songs and Roland Werner with his book of Nobín grammar which included his own presentation of the primer of Mutwalli Badr.\textsuperscript{24}

Meanwhile, Mohyi al-Din Sherif (Muhyi al-Dīn Sharīf) finished his manuscript of a Fadiija primer in Latin script “for Eng-

\textsuperscript{16} Muhammad Mutwalli Badr, \textit{Al-lugha al-Nubiyya [Study in Nubian Language]} (Cairo: Dar mistr lil-tiba, 1955).
\textsuperscript{17} Abd al-Rahman Ayoub, \textit{The Verbal System in a Dialect of Nubian} (Khartoum: Sudan Research Unit, University of Khartoum, 1968).
\textsuperscript{18} Herman Bell, \textit{Place-names in the Belly of Stones} (Khartoum: Sudan Research Unit, University of Khartoum, 1970).
\textsuperscript{22} A. Simon, ed., \textit{Nordsudan: Musik der Nubier} (Berlin: Musikethnologische Abteilung, Museum für Völkerkunde Berlin, 1980).
\textsuperscript{23} R. Werner, \textit{Grammatik des Nobiin (Nilnubisch)} (Hamburg: Helmut Buske, 1987).
lish speakers.” A year later, in 1996, the publication of the Nobîin–German Dictionary of Mukhtār Khalil (Kabbāra) came out using the Nubian script, which was the launching point for a new era. In 1997, Al-Hādi Hāshim & Wheeler (a.k.a. A. Cartwright) finished publishing their Nobîin primer in Latin script. Hāshim & Wheeler expressed their wish to use the Nubian script, if software was provided. A year later, in 1997, Mukhtār Khalil produced the first teaching book for the Nobîin alphabet using the Nubian script. The book is not a primer per se, but rather a book that introduces the Old Nubian characters so as to be used in writing Nobîin. Although the book is mostly about Nobîin, some of the exercises deal with Mattokki/Kenzi and Andaandi/Dongolawi. In 1998, Ahmed Sokarno Abdel-Hafiz published a book on how to write both Nobîin and Andaandi/Dongolawi–Mattokki/Kenzi using an Arabic-based script; two glossaries of were added as appendices. The same year also witnessed the publication of the English/Arabic Andaandi/Dongolawi–Mattokki/Kenzi and Nobîin dictionary of Sunbâj where a Latin-based script was used for writing Nubian. Also in 1998, a workshop on both Nile Nubian languages was organized in Cairo by the Nubian Studies and Documentation Centre. The result of this workshop was intended to be a primer for teaching both Nobîin and Andaandi/Dongolawi–Mattokki/Kenzi simultaneously in one book. Due to the overwhelming number of mistakes a second edition of the publication appeared in 2002, using the Nubian script for writing the two Nubian languages while Arabic script was used for the explanation. In 2005, al-Hādi Hasan Hāshim & Roland Werner published their collection of Nobîin folktales with an English translation, using Latin script to write Nobîin.

This brief overview shows that the writing of Nobîin language has a long history. In fact Meroitic and Nobîin (i.e., Old Nubian) are among the first languages of purely African origin to be written. Three scripts (Nubian, Latin, and Arabic) have been involved in the process of writing Nubian languages. One would assume that this history would have led to some sort of standardization for each script. While this was arguably achieved long ago for Old Nubian

26 Mokhtar Khalil [Kabbara], Wörterbuch der Nubischen Sprache (Fadidja/Mahas-Dialekt) (Warsaw, 1996).
(8th century to 15th century CE), a generally accepted orthography has not yet been adopted by modern Nubians.\(^{30}\)
Proverbs

(1)

γού̀δο ὰγιν ΜΟΥΡΤΙ ΨΑΡΑΨΑΤΤΑ.
Guddo aagin murti warawatta.
He who sits on the ground has the fastest running horse.

[Used to ridicule someone of many words and little action.]

(2)

βαϩαρρα ρ̀ον ΣΑΝΤΕ ΟΚΚΑΦΙΝΑ.
Baharra goon santee okkafiina.
Even rivers have a pot/amount.

[An advice to save and not to waste.]

(3)

ΣΕΓΕΔ ΜΙΓΟΥΝΝΙ? ΚΑΚΚΈΓ ΟΥΝΝΙΝΑ.
Seged mingunni? Kakkeeg unnina.
What does scorpion give birth to? Small scorpions.

[Bad temper is transmitted from one generation to another.]
(4)

Marti jokkin faa la juumun.
Water will not go to the basins until the channel is full.

[Advice to await your proper turn.]

(5)

Feeshee uffi amannga keerkimun.
The broken hopper does not raise water.

[Said about someone or something defective that will not complete the work.]

(6)

Mogorra goon saamee feya fiin.
Even a billy goat has a beard.

[What counts is personality, not appearance.]

(7)

Guwwal goon uneeh tar kelli daarii.
Even an ant has a mind according to its size.

[Advice not to underestimate anyone, even they may think differently.]

---

1 A Nubian waterwheel doesn’t have blades, but hoppers (baked earthenware jars).
(8)

**ⲥⲉⲅⲉⲇ ⲛⲁϭϭⲉϭⲓⲕⲁⲛ ⲁⲣⲁⲫⲁ̄ⲱⲓ̄ ⲙⲓⲛⳟⲁ ⲁ̄ⲱⲓ̄?**
*Seged naccecikan arafaawii minnga aawii?*
What does a Rifaie² do after a scorpion sting?

[Advice that help is better before or during a problem, not after it has passed.]

(9)

**ⲉⲅⲉⲇ ⲧⲁ ⲫⲁ̄ⲅⲓⲗ ⲟⲩϣⲓⲕⲁⲛ ⲙⲓⲛⳟⲁ ⲁ̄ⲱⲓ̄?**
*Egedta faagil ushikkan minnga aawii?*
What hurts the sheep, if you hit it on its fur?

[Used when someone has nothing to lose.]

(10)

**ⲅⲟⲇⲇⲟ ⲅⲟ̅ⲩⳡⲓⲕⲕⲁ ⲅⲓⲛⲇⲓ ϣⲁⲕⲕⲟⲩⲙⲟⲩⲛ.**
*Goddo guunyikka gindi shakkumun.*
Thorns will not befall those who look at where they place their feet.

[Be careful before doing anything.]

(11)

**ⲅⲓⲛⲇⲓ ⳝⲁ̄ⲅⲓ ⲫⲉⲛⲧⲓ ⲕⲁⲙⲙⲟⲩⲛ.**
*Gindi jaagi fenti kammun.*
Whoever is afraid of thorns will not eat dates.

[To those who want to get something, yet fear the troubles that may come.]

² The Rifaie Sufi group is known for their ability to control snakes and scorpions.
(12)

τⲟⲩⲅ ⲝⲕⲧⲇ ⲉⲧⲉⲧⲏ ⲉⲧⲉ ⲝⲟⲩⲧⲣⲟⲩⲩⲧ.  
Tuug gitting meenkan sigir tanynyimun.  
If the wind is not strong, the boat will not sail.

[If you want to do something, you must prepare well and wait for the appropriate conditions.]

(13)

Фⲓⲅⲓ ⲫⲧⲓⲛ ⲩⲟⲩ ⲝⲧⲑⲧ.  
Filaan maanyin tuu galaga.  
Someone who is precious as the eyeball.

[Said about dear friends.]

(14)

Фⲓⲅⲓ ⲝⲣⲓ ⲩⲟⲩ ⲧⲏⲓ ⲝⲟⲩⲧⲣⲟⲩⲩⲧ.  
Filaan orree tuu tanna neyimunna.  
Someone cannot water a pea in his stomach.

[Said about someone who cannot keep a secret.]

(15)

Фⲓⲅⲓ ⲩⲟⲩⲧ ⲝⲟⲩⲧⲣⲟⲩⲩⲧ.  
Filaan junti sutrumun.  
Someone doesn’t hide the pregnant woman.

[Said to encourage keeping secrets.]
(16)

Φιλάντι Μουρτί γόν ψιλάρενγι γόν αλαγα μέννα.
Filaangu murti goon wislangngi goon alaga menna.
People who act like a horse and a snake.

[Said about those who always disagree with each other in any discussion or situation.]

(17)

Φιλάν ταγία τάννα ούμμογινά.
Filaan taagya tanna ummunna.
Someone who wears a skullcap not his size.

[Said about someone who is arrogant.]

(18)

Φιλάν δις βέβελ ούρογι αλαγα.
Filaan diis jebel urum alaga.
Someone whose blood is as thick as a black mountain.

[Said about someone who is boring, stodgy, or dreary.]

(19)

Φιλάν δίρβαδιν ούγα κάβαφι.
Filaan dirbadin ooyga kabafi.
Someone who ate a chicken leg.

[Said about someone who walks a lot without purpose.]

(20)

Φιλάν δίρβαδ κουλπού κάρι νακίτταν δαώβιλ δάφι.
Filaan dirbad kumbu kaagi nakittan dawwil daafi.
Someone like a chicken that has an egg that does not stop moving.

[Said about someone who walks a lot without purpose.]
(21)

Junti laagin woo unskar/ay aagriin woo unskar.
The pregnant person is/I am sitting, oh nurse!

[Said to someone who does something that other people are supposed to do.]

(22)

Tii jaanmun millii ga millinna.
Before buying the cow, they prepare the rope/shackle.

[Said about someone who builds castles in the air.]

(23)

Tino laagin matton habark edna.
In the west he wants to know the news of the east.

[Said about someone who gets the news from others without leaving their place.]

(24)

Weekuun tilita yimmenii takka aag feredrun waqtin juuree.
We wasted time, while urging him to get the job done.

[Said about someone who is too lazy to do what is required of them.]
(25)

ⲧⲟ̅ⲩ︄ⲃⲁⲣⲣⲁ ⲅⲓⲗⲓ︄ⲧⲓ︄ ⲃ︄ⲓ︄ⲛ︄ⲛ︄ⲁ.
Tuubarra gilliitii biininna.
Upon crossing the waters, the male sex organs appear.

[Said about a situation that tests someone’s merit.]

(26)

ⲇ̀ⲇ̀ⲉ︄ⲑⲔⲓ ⲝⲇ̀ⲕⲣⲓ ⲑⲉ︄ⲧⲁ.
Ideen ukki neeja.
Woman’s ears do not hear.

[Said when gossip is spoken behind someone’s back.]

(27)

ⲟⲛⲓⲉⲓ ⲅⲟⲧⲇⲓ ⲝⲺⲓⲥⲔⲓ ⲇⲁⲫⲓⲅⲓⲓⲉ ⲓⲣⲃⲇⳝⲓ.
Juntil tuul daafikoonnim irbee.
He knows what a pregnant woman has inside.

[Said about someone who claims to know all hidden secrets.]

(28)

ⲧⲧⲧⲧⲧ ⲅⲉⲣⲧⲧⲧ ⲩⲃⲇⲏⲓ?
Faaya geryillee fegiira?
Is someone who writes and reads a teacher?

[Said about someone who claims to be knowledgable.]

(29)

ⲟⲛⲓⲟⲩ ⲝⲧⲣⲧⲩⲧⲩ ⲉⲧⲓⲥⲓ ⲑⲁⲫⲓⲉ ⲕⲁⲾⲅⲓⲓⲅⲓ.
Usur wirjaanu balaanya kaasakaagi.
Turban on the head but his ass is bare.

[Said about someone who should be doing something that’s more important than he’s doing now.]
Aadem doosh hataban kidil marra nuwwog usheen.
Only an idiot hits the threshold twice.

[Said about those who do not learn from their previous mistakes and keep making them.]

Talle goonim kilingngi tirissa yimeni.
Even a needle when it falls it sounds like iron.

[Advice not to underestimate the details.]

Eddig usuurr udimmeenkan shogolmu.
He is like scissors, you have move him with your fingers.

[Said about someone who does nothing without being moved by others.]

Eddig kaaginga usurra shakkin.
He puts what is in his hand in his ass.

[Said when someone miscalculates or lacks knowledge of what he owns.]
(34)

Kabin falal jerr odee.
He pees in the pot that he eats from.
Cast no dirt into the well that gives you water.

[Said about ungrateful people.]

(35)

Guwwal toon suu dakkin.
He milks the ant.

[Said about someone who takes thing to their limit.]

(36)

Maadel woo buduurin shepka murti nuubkan kacca tuul tukkinan.
What a pity, if the horse falters, they will hit the donkey.

[Said about someone who bullies the weak.]

(37)

Nar tannga murtumuuni ay tannga murtumun.
He who does not control his tongue does not control himself.

[Said to encourage keeping secrets.]
(38)

\[ \textit{Kajin niishii feyikan.} \]
When the donkey grows horns.

[Said about things that are impossible.]

(39)

\[ \textit{Kabagoon mirti jagahigoon agar tanna udir.} \]
Take a part of the bread and put it back complete.

[Said about things that are impossible.]

(40)

\[ \textit{Gey lokka hiikoon amannga teenana.} \]
Even if someone is on a raft you give him water.

[Advice about doing the right thing.]

(41)

\[ \textit{Onyin koo lonykan nim onya toocinna.} \]
When the family of the dead person cries we can cry with them.

[Advice to take care of your own business first before you ask others to help.]
(42)

καβα  оригог  найккан  керва  гон  нө  оригог  нә?
Kaba uttu nayikkan kersha goon nee uttu naa?
If food belongs to people, does your stomach also belong to them?

[Said about an insatiable person who eats the food of others excessively; take care of yourself and eat slowly.]

(43)

κο)index  έδδι  σουβα  κασσα  Δαδιλουνна.
Koosoosi eddi suba kassa daajmunna.
The person who is satisfied does not lick their fingers.

[Advice that when someone is content they will not ask for more.]

(44)

διφιιν  оро  сүүрід  үалаа  διφιιн  кало  сүүрід.
Diffin oro suuriid walaa diffin kalo suuriid.
Neither South Castle broth nor North Castle broth.

[Said about someone who didn’t get what they had hoped for.]

(45)

ارجى  دوجرأ  إنن  يمييىتا  دويممين.
Arjee jugra inin imiidta dummin.
You add salt to arjee3 while it’s boiling.

[Advice to do the right thing at the right time.]

3 Arjee is a Nubian dish.
(46)

Δογέν ουρρα γόν ωὲ Δάρι τακκα Βιγιδιλ λαγόν ωὲ Δάρι.
Dogeen urra goon wee daari takka bigidil lagoon wee daari.
The dove thinks one thing and the hunter something else.

[Said when there’s a diversity of views or interests.]

(47)

Αάι Δουουϕαςppard Μουγρίν Μάταραςγόνα.
Aadi duwwangngookan mugriin batarangngoona.
When the hyena gets old, it becomes a mockery of dogs.

[Said when someone of former power or influence loses their position.]

(48)

Αςσαρίν Δελι εδδίγ Όρκικκανγόν Δίγα Όρκουμμούν.
Assariin jelli eddig orkkkangoon ayga orkummun.
Your children’s work at house or in the field may comfort your hands, but not your heart.

[One should not be dependent on the work of others (especially children) and do their own work by themself.]

(49)

Φελέν Γαττί Ουω ώ ώ ώ ώ ώ ώ ώ ώ.
Feleen gatti uwwo yimmunna.
An onion doesn’t have two smells.

[Said against double standards.]
(50)

Nalkummuun nalti gaasiyaa.
It’s hard to see when you haven’t seen.

[Said when poor people suddenly become rich and openly flaunt it.]

(51)

Alii ta aliilin.
Ali will be Ali.

[Said about someone who does not change.]

(52)

Anbi tawwo tangnga nurkimun.
The dum palm’s doesn’t shade what’s underneath.

[Said when someones does something for the benefit of strangers, rather than their own family.]

(53)

Uburti amanga komboo kimmun.
Ash does not overburden the water.

[Those who collect their money in crooked ways do not benefit from it.]

4 Hyphaene thebaica.
(54)

알알 아 튀나가 카이문.
Alad ay tannga kaaymun.
The ax does not fix itself.

[Said about someone who benefits or advises others, but not himself.]

(55)

가르리 구우 레 쉬베يكا 로그 두어서카?
Garri guu lee shebeeka log guukessa?
Is it possible that the bad guys go to the shrine of Sheikh Shebika?

[Said when someone see a thief or punk next to a mosque or the shrine of a saint.]

(56)

아바아 으나나 코우티론 와아 멘나.
Abaag unna kuttilon waay meena.
Flies will not fly after our departure.

[Said by someone who is leaving as a curse to those who he is leaving behind that nothing will happen after his departure.]

(57)

타르 코다 나알디 오망문.
Tar koo naddi onynymun.
The one who falls by himself does not cry.

[Said about someone who caused self-harm and is then fed up with it.]

5 Sheikh Shebika was a righteous and pious man and a saint.
(58)

Bahar ulum kiny-nil hussan koc.
Swim freely in a river without crocodiles.

[Said to advise a person to seize the opportunity in the absence of those who may deter him, or as a mockery of seizing opportunities in an unethical manner.]

(59)

Aman eddi tanna toon naddumun.
The water does not drip between his fingers.

[Said about an extremely miserly person.]

(60)

Daamun kiccad heerka dollomun.
A deer who grew up in deprivation did not like good things.

[Said about someone used to a bad situation who cannot adjust to a good situation.]

(61)

Ashrikki shaartin tawwo fii.
Beauty lies under the spears.

[Protect honor and decent manners, if necessary by sword.]
(62)

**Aman faalayeel kiddi.**
To sink into a bowl of water.

[Said about someone who cannot deal even with small tasks.]

(63)

**Maany suud kiccadta dummomun.**
The eye does not catch/hunt deer by itself.

[Said to encourage hard work.]

(64)

**Teelafiin fashikirookan gena.**
It’s better to get it done while it’s hot.

[Said to encourage doing work on time and not delaying it.]

(65)

**Kutti sorong tanna okkomun.**
Flies do not fall on his nose.

[Said about the arrogant people.]
Proverbs

(66)

Galbaan kaba deewil karjmun.
A poor man’s bread is not baked on a baking plate.\(^6\)

[Advice that when a poor person speaks, no one listens to him because of their poverty.]

(67)

Shirikkandi diidee wallumun wallikangoon karjmun.
The cooking pot of partnership doesn’t boil, and when it’s boiled it’s not cooked well.

[Advice that it is better to do things on your own rather than have two people in charge.]

(68)

Aman jabad log darri.
Water rises through the shallow place.

[Advice that you have to do things step by step, in their right order.]

(69)

Seriiny marra gorjo garbikangoon illeengmun.
Barley will not become wheat, even if it is sifted six times.

[Said about someone who has a trait that will never change.]

\(^6\) A \textit{deew} is a Nubian baking plate made of clay on which bread is baked over a fire.
(70)

**Kulka findi kul tanna toori.**
Whoever digs a hole falls in it.

[Said when someone intended to harm others, but only harms themself.]

(71)

**Tattuurin ju wee diidee firaфика nrraκе.**
One root of a bitter apple\(^7\) makes the whole bowl bitter.

[Advice that you have to pay attention to detail, one wrong step can make an entire effort go to waste.]

(72)

**Ashiddan kiro turguriddan ju.**
Come with the placenta, go with the shroud.

[Said about the difficulty of changing a person’s characteristic that accompanies them until their death.]

(73)

**Tuungin noogil galaba iškɪtta.**
In a house of boys, poverty is a guest.

[The poverty of a family that has many male children does not last long.]

\(^7\) Also known as colocynth.
(74)

κούττα μενδα ωρικε λεκιν άγινταν ωρίδικαν γενα.

Kutta menja wirje lekin aagintaan wirjikan gena.

It’s better to undress while you are sitting than while standing up.

[Said when someone loudly announces their plan but then ultimately fails. It is better to be modest and only proclaim success when you’re done.]

(75)

ούννισαν τογολ αγι.

Unnisan togol aagi.

He is still in the place (terrace) where he was born.

[Said about someone who does not develop with time, someone ignorant who has done nothing in their life.]

(76)

ουττούν τοδ αμάνεδ κουμμουνα.

Uttuun tood amaannga kummunna.

You cannot count on other people’s children.

[Advice to rely on your own family.]

(77)

ουρτι κουδε ταννα τόν φαλίκα δέλεγ καβι.

Urti kudee tanna toon falikka jeleg kabi.

The sheep that are far from the fold are eaten by the wolf.

[Said about someone who disturbs his family and offends them.]
Uffi fillil findi filli toori.
The crooked wedge fits into the crooked hole.

[Said about a notorious woman marrying a similar man.]

Ulumma dummi ulumma gaari.
When the crocodile tries to prey upon you, embrace it.

[Said about someone who is compelled by circumstances to submit to others for fear of their retribution.]

Mug jelew tangga acumun.
A dog does not bite its tail.

[Said about someone who favors their family and protects them from any harm.]

kaasirka kaasi mallee idayimmun.
Not all turban wearers are men.

[Said when someone boast they are able to do something, but then are unable to do so.]
(82)

ουττουν ἐὰν ἔλογ καὶ κὸμποῦν.
Uttun eddi log kabi koosmun.
He who eats with the hand of others will not be satisfied.

[Said to encourage people to rely on themselves.]

(83)

γανγύρικα οὐχὶρ πλένικαν Δἰε ωαρμοῦν.
Ganynyirka ushir meenkan diis warmun.
Blood does not flow without razors or weapons.

[Advice that you have to start if you want to finish.]

(84)

Δἰοοοσι τοῦγορκα μάρμουν.
Diyooosi tugorka maarmun.
He who dies will find a shroud.

[Goodness will prevail, and if a person is poor or weak, they will find someone to save them from their predicament.]

(85)

Δἰοοολατόν τοῦγορκα Δογκκι.
Diyolatoon tugurka dukki.
He takes off the shroud from the dead.

[Said about someone sneaky who does anything to get what they want.]
(86)

εδδι ὡς δερκα δελεωμουν.
Eddi wee jerka jelemun.
We can not wash our back with one hand.

[Said to encourage cooperation and engagement with others.]

(87)

γαρβαν μασακκα μερμουν.
Garbaan mashakka miirmun.
A sieve does not block the sun.

[It is impossible to hide facts, especially for those trying to hide something with lies.]

(88)

εδδι μασακκα τιγρμουν.
Eddi mashakka tigirmun.
A hand does not cover the sun.

[Said about someone who commits themself to things beyond their ability.]

(89)

μαρδαν διφι γονδαγουμουν.
Marjan diffi gonydangumun.
A fortress of lies cannot be built.

[Said to encourage not lying. If you lie once, people may believe you, but if you keep lying, people will one day know that you are a liar.]
Proverbs

(90)

\[ \text{ⲅⲟⲩⲥⲉ̄ ⲧⲁⲕⲕⲁ ⲫⲟⲕⲟⲕⲁ ⲓⲣⲃⲉ̄.} \\
\text{Gussee takka fokokka irbee.} \\
The silo knows who opened it.

[Two meanings: everyone knows their own advantages and disadvantages; a girl/woman knows who took her virginity.]

(91)

\[ \text{ⲟϣϣⲓ̄ ⲉⲱⲣⲉⲇⲁ ⲕⲓⲣ ⲧⲁⲕⲕⲁ ⲕⲟ̄ⲅ ⲧⲉ.} \\
\text{Oshshii ewreda kir takka koog te.} \\
The servant sows and gives to his master.

[Said when all of someone’s efforts only benefit somebody else instead of themself.]

(92)

\[ \text{ⲓⲁⲓⲣ ⲇⲉ̄ⲱⲓⲛ ϣⲁ̄ⲗⲁ ϩⲓⳝⳝⲁⲅ ⲙⲁ̄ⲣⲓⲙⲙⲟⲛ.} \\
\text{Ideen deewin shaala hijjag maarimmun.} \\
The basket is not lifted without its handles.

[The right path is the right way to do things.]

(93)

\[ \text{ⲡⲇⲉ̄ⲛ ⲇⲉ̄ⲱⲓⲛ ϣⲁ̄ⲗⲁ ϩⲓⳝⳝⲁⲅ ⲙⲁ̄ⲣⲓⲙⲙⲟⲛ.} \\
\text{Ideen deewin shaala hijjag maarimmun.} \\
A woman will not lack reason in the kitchen.

[Advice that the kitchen is a woman’s domain.]
(94)

καβακκα φετιψγκαν καψψγι φι.
Kabakka fetishshkan kashshi fi.
If you look carefully at the bread, you find straw.

[Advice not the keep looking for mistakes because you’ll always find something that’s wrong.]

(95)

ςςςςςρ ωαϊφιλατον ωιςρτιγ διψγι.
Sessuur waayafillatoon shingirtig bishshi.
He can pluck the feathers of a bird while flying.

[Said about someone with speedy hands/work and good luck.]

(96)

άδεμ νογιλτον φακκαν ερραικαγον τα睫毛.
Aadem noogiltoon fakkan errayikkangoon tabagi.
If a person leaves his home, he encounters many things, good or bad.

[Life is to move, stagnation is death.]

(97)

φεντι ταψψο ταννα άγιν να.
Fenti tavwo tanna aagin na.
The beneficiary of the palm is for who sitting beneath it.

[Those close by benefit while those far away will be deprived.]
(98)

τⲟⲩ ikka mōni ikka dollimun.
Tuu ikka mooni ikka dollimun.
The heart that hates you will not love you.

[Your enemy will not change their feelings toward you.]

(99)

ⲝⲏⲟⲧⲧⲓⲅ jora dummo.
Gii juttig jora dummo.
The maternal uncle swore that this is his nephew and took him.

[Said when you have to trust someone on their word.]

(100)

ⲛⲟⲩⲧⲧⲟⲩⲛ eddi aman jera.
Uttun eddi aman jera.
The hands of people are behind the river.

[Help is far away.]

(101)

ⲓⲣⲓⲓ̄ kaben koy dessa.
Iriin kaben koy dessa.
The tree that you eat is green.

[A metaphor for a happy life.]
(103)

Φούλεν βαβογ ρόν Φαββα κούνι.
Fuudeen baabu goon faabba kuni.
Also the ladybug has a father.

[Said about those who talk about the pride of their ancestor.]

(104)

 очередь Λακίν μαλλι γενά.
Urum laakiin malli gena.
Browne is better than black.

[Said when choosing between multiple things.]

(105)

μορεί κιδαδτα δουμμιμουν.
Moree kiccadta dummimun.
The acacia tree\(^8\) will not satiate deers.

[Said when food and clothing are not enough.]

(106)

μαρκαττιν αϊ δουκκαφι.
Markattin ay dukkafi.
A thief’s heart is terrified.

[Said when someone makes a mistake and is afraid of a reprimand.]

---

\(^8\) Acacia ehrenbergiana Hayne.
(107)

**ⲧⲟ̄ⲡ ⲑⲕⲕⲁ ⲫⲉⲛⲓ ⲱⲉ̄ⲇⲓⲗⲧⲟ̄ⲛ ⲃⲓ̄ⲛⲓ.**
Tood ikka fenni weediltoon biini.
A child who benefits their family shows this in the cradle.

[Said to a family or group member in order to criticize the bad behavior of a child or other group member.]

(108)

**ⲓⲕⲕⲁ ⲇⲟⲗⲓ ⲥⲉ̄ⲣⲕⲁ ⲅⲟⲗⲁⲧⲉ.**
Ikka dolli seerka gollate.
He who loves you swallows pebbles for you.

[Said when someone tolerates and accepts the actions of their loved ones.]

(109)

**ⲛⲟ̄ⲣ ⲑⲕⲕⲁ ⲧⲉ̄ⲛⲁⳟⲁ ⲫⲓⲣⲅⲓⲕⲁⲛ ⲛⲉ̄ⲣⲁⲫⲓ̄ⲛⳟⲟ̄ⲛ ⲧⲉ.**
Noor ikka teenanga firgikan neerafiingoon te.
If God wants good for you, he may give it to you while you are asleep.

[Said when someone finds good luck.]

(110)

**ⲙⲟ̅ⲩ̅ⲣ ⲅⲓⲛⲇⲓⲅ ⲟⲩⲛⲛⲓⲙⲟⲩⲛ.**
Muur gindig unnimun.
A tamarisk tree does not bear thorns.

[Said in order to defend a good person from accusations, or advice that people will not change their nature, whether it is good or bad.]
(111)

瑙 ki ḏuṣkōn ḏuṣkēn lâskōn ḏuṣkē.
Ukki uuskoon ukkeen maskoon ukkeen.
The ear that hears bad things also hears good.

[Life has good and evil.]

(112)

ʔēn ḏuṣka ʔēn no̖g τoūkk.
Ideen uuska ideen nog tukk.
It takes a woman to hit a bad woman.

[Advice not to interfere into women’s quarrels.]

(113)

guḍirka kūj tannog ullaēnā.
Gojirka kooy tannog olleena.
The carcass is hanged from its foot.

[One has to do things in their proper place/time.]

(114)

Dūṇ, Dūṇ ājgā kūn iṛēr.
Doony, doony ayga koog irbeer.
Raise me as you want, eventually I will know my family.

[Advice not to rely too much on people outside your group/family.]
(115)

καμ κορόν ταννογ κινύιμουν.
Kam korony tannog kinpyimuun.
The camel does not get tired of carrying a hump.

[One does not get tired of the thing that benefits them, no matter how difficult it is.]

(116)

ⴰⵙⵙⴰⵔⵉⵏ ⵉⴰ툇 ⵎⴰ ⴳⱅⴰⵏⵡⵉⵏ ⵏⵓⵎⵎⴰⵏ ⴰⵔⴱⵓⵎⵎⵓⵏ.
Assarin fanynyekka tanneen onymeeken irbummun.
When they cry, a mother knows that her baby is hungry.

[Advice that you have to be explicit about your needs in order for other people to understand them and to help you.]

(117)

ⴳⵓⵜⵜⵉⵏ ⴰⵡⵍ ⵓⴰⴽⴽⴰⵔⴽⴰ ⵏⵍⵍⵉ.
Guttin tuul jakkarka olle.
Throwing the fishing rod inside the jar.

[Said about someone who puts something out of place or asks for something at an inappropriate moment.]

(118)

ⵓᡴⴽᡳikhail 芫ор ⵉⵘⵉⵍ ⵉⵘⵉⵍ ⴰersions.
Ukki ukkin dooro keyimun.
One ear will not be larger than the other

[Said about those who flaunt their family and friends.]
(119)

\[\text{Togojin kidil tooro.} \]
He flew with a slingshot stone.

[Said about some who left their home and never returned, with no hope of finding them.]

(120)

\[\text{Girid usur tannga nalkokkan fa arag kummun.} \]
If the monkey saw own his anus he wouldn’t dance.

[Said of someone who does not see their own faults and criticizes other people.]

(121)

\[\text{Angissi kooskan fatta naddi.} \]
If a fish is satisfied, it jumps onto the shore.

[Advice to someone who has recently become rich and flaunts his wealth.]

(122)

\[\text{Ideenin jorree iiigin agarra jorri.} \]
He pees in the place where his wife asks him to do.

[Said about a man who is subjugated by his wife.]
(123)

τανυνγαττι ταβαγαττι.
Tanynyatti tapagatti.
Much walk much dirty.

[Said about a person who walks without purpose/benefit.]

(124)

εγεδ βεγαττι δαν ταγγι βεγαττα.
Eged beengatti dan tanynyi beengatta.
Whoever accompanies the bleating sheep becomes like her.

[Said when those who are similar in behavior accompany each other.]

(125)

ασκαρκα μιγσε ιρεανδο өүкөөр көүлөөүн.
Askarka Muuse iigsando ukkir kummun.
We have not heard of this since they called the soldier Moses.

[Said when referring to a rare thing or event.]

(126)

αβιλεөөн нөг дырбадта уөйиненна?
Abileseen nog dirbadta wayingenna?
Does the fox guard the chicken?

[Said to encourage finding the right people for the right job.]

(127)

шөөртүг оүдөөн гөөр өөлөөүн.
Shoortig udroon geer oosmun.
Only he who created your soul (life) can take it.

[Said to encourage someone to face their fear or say the truth.]
(128)

Markatti gusseen shaado hijjag maarimmun.
A thief always has a reason to be in front of the granary.

[Said about the someone guilty when they try to exonerate themself.]

(129)

Tuu innin enna kummeenka uttuun tuu ennimun.
The secret that you could not keep in your chest, surely others cannot.

[Advice about keeping the secrets hidden.]

(130)

Aadem jer tannga nammun.
A person does not see his back.

[Advice that you always need others, no one can just live by themself.]

(131)

Segedin kabsiin fuudeeg jaagi.
Someone bitten by scorpion fears beetles.

[Said when avoiding a specific activity because of a previous bad experience.]
Proverbs

(132)

ⲟⲩⲣⲓⲛ ⲙⲟ̄ⲛⲉⲕⲁ ⲝⲟⲅ ⲥⲟⲕⲕ.
Urin moonekka osmar log sokk.
Put the load your head doesn’t like on your shoulder.

[Advice about sharing and dividing responsibilities.]

(133)

ⲁ̄ⲧⲉ̄ⲗ ⲁ̄ⲅⲓ ⲓⲕⲁ ⲕⲁⲙⲛⲟⲛⲛⲁ ⲱⲟ̄ ⲓⲗⲉ̄.
Aateel aagi ikka kamunna woo illee.
Someone who sits in the shade does not eat you, oh wheat!

[Advice that you will not benefit unless you put in the work.]

(134)

ⲟⲩⲥⲇⲁ ⲙⲟ̄ⲣⲕⲁ ⳝⲟ̄ⲅⳝⲁ ⲙⲁ̄ϣⲉ̄ ⲱⲉ̄ⲗⲁ ⲕⲓⲇⲇⲟⲛ.
Oshshaa moorka joogja maassee weela kiddon.
After the maid ground an artab\(^9\) of wheat, she drowned in a quarter\(^{10}\) of keleh.

[Said about someone who is successful in major matters but incapacitated by a minor incident.]

(135)

ⲟⲫⲓⲓⲓⲓ ⲥⲉⲓ̈ⲟⲛⲛⲁ ⲱⲁⲗⲁ ⲅⲁⲃⲇⲟⲛⲛⲁ.
Seyya seyonna walla gabdonna.
What about the money? Is it for the one who saved it or the one who took it?

[Said to the miser who only hoards money rather than enjoying it.]

\(^9\) About 50 kg.
\(^{10}\) About 0.562 kg.
(136)

Napin koogoon faddan koodo sarmi.
Who owns gold needs who owns silver.

[People need each other to live.]

(137)

Mergar tan kusafiin tariin banynye mina?!
What is he saying, and his pants are loose?!

[Said about someone who reproaches other people while forgetting his own shortcomings.]

(138)

Aadi noog tangnga jaagmun.
A hyena is not afraid of his home.

[A person lives as he is used to.]

(139)

Tattuur nakir shaado aari.
He looks like a bitter apple\(^{11}\) crawling out.

[Said about someone who always looks to benefit from others.]

\(^{11}\) Also called colocynth. This refers to the way in which the bitter apple plant grows.
(140)

ουττούν κιττάν σοκκά δούμμ.
Uttuun kittaan sokka dumm.
It’s borrowed clothes, so make sure not to get dirty.

[Said about someone who boasts with borrowed things or shows off in front of people, thinking that they do not know the truth.]

(141)

ガーيبين էիջا կորկոտում տիգիննա.
Gariibin ooyga korkottil tiginna.
He traces the feet of strangers on dry clay.

[Said when someone is doing something useless or superfluous, or about someone who is too curious.]

(142)

սիւ օւս արկի օւսկա կարի.
Siiw uus arki uuska kaari.
Bad sand is looking for bad clay.

[Like attracts like.]

(143)

Տեմեն տին գեվգա գույրին նեկին գորոնդի իննուն գորմանիա գույրկան գենա.
Temen tiin geewga guunyin nekin gorondi innin gormaninya guunykan gena.
It is better to look at your bull’s testicles than to look at your neighbor’s cow udder.

[Advice on how to be content.]
Nubian Proverbs

(144)

\[ \text{Aboog id weeray daara mug aag wokki.} \]

The dog thought my father a stranger and barked at him.

[Said when something is contrary to reality.]

(145)

\[ \text{Sigir utti tanna degi.} \]

Each boat is moored to anchor.

[Things should be in their proper place.]

(146)

\[ \text{Seriiny ay tangnga sokkeda lee iccikka fa sokki.} \]

Does barley carry itself? To carry others.

[Said when asking someone to do something that they cannot do for themselves.]

(147)

\[ \text{Diya jooro torbag maarimmun.} \]

The dead will not lack a grave.

[Said about someone who definitely will find help from the benevolent.]
Dirbadin ooyga kabahi.
As he ate a chicken leg.

For the person who walking a lot without purpose.

Guwwariin gemin hoolka doolekka kamin ooy wee ennecca nogi.
What ants collected in a year, the camel scattered with a kick.

Said about the inability of the weak to resist injustice.

Tibissiin fakkil tallee minnga aawii.
What can a needle do among iron studs?

Said about someone weak who thinks that they can overthrow the powerful.

Not everyone wearing a scarf is a woman.

Appearances are deceiving.

The house of a hyena always has bones.

Said about a rich person denying they have money.
(153)

DeLLi Djikka māy ḏāgi.
jelli diyikka maany jaagi.
The eye is afraid of too much work.

[Said to encourage starting to work and finish the assigned tasks.]

(154)

Kam meskōkan deger tanūn eska sokkomoun.
Kam meskookan deger tanngoon eska sokkomun.
If a camel gets old, it is unable to carry its saddle.

[Advice to assign work or responsibility according to ability.]

(155)

Tabīdin tood garri shogga tannatoon fali.
Tabidin tood garri shogga tannatoon fali.
The unfortunate blacksmith’s son lost his clothes.12

[Said when a person brought evil from where he expected goodness.]

(156)

Ādī tarin kōsin agarra tōn ḏājīloun.
Aadi tarin koosin agarra toon baaymun.
A hyena does not leave the place where he is satisfied.

[Said about someone if they repeatedly go to a place where they always finds something good (e.g., fishing or hunting spot).]

12 Blacksmiths used to roam the villages of Nubia and provide services to people throughout the year for no charge, and then received their wages at the end of the season from the harvest (wheat and barley). It is reported that one of these blacksmiths went to a farmer to take the part of the harvest he was due, as they used to. The farmer asked him to give him his clothes to bring the grain, the blacksmith gave him his clothes, and the farmer left and did not return.
Proverbs

(157)

ⲙⲁⲣⲧⲓⲛ ⲕⲟⲩϭϭⲓκⲁ ⲗⲉⲅⲉⲛⲓⲛ ⲕⲟⲩϭϭⲓκⲁ ⲁⲗⲁⲅⲁ ⲁⲗⲁⲣⲟⲛ.
Martin kuccikka legenin kuccikk alaga kiron.
He is bathing in a canal as if he’s bathing in washtub.

[Said about someone who is acting recklessly, or in
order to remind someone of their former poverty.]

(158)

ⲥⲁⲗⲃⲟ ⲟⲩⲫⲫⲓ ⲇⲟⲩⲙⲁⲛⳟⲁ ⲇⲟⲩⲙⲁⲙⲓⲡⲟⲩⲁⲅ.  
Salbo uffi amannga dumimun.
The leaky waterbag does not hold water.

[Said to a someone who is wasting a lot
of money, to encourage saving.]

(159)

ⲭⲁⲃⲛ ⲉⲇⲇⲓ ⲛⲁⲥⲃⲣⲁ.  
Kaban eddi nassira.
The hand that eats is long.

[Said about a guest if their host points to some
food and tries to bring it closer to them.]

(160)

ⲟ̄ⲓⲓ̈ ⲓⲛⲓ ⲓⲕⲁ ⲇⲟⲗⲓⲛ ⲅⲟ̄ⲛ ⲉⳝⳝⲟⲩ ⲙⲟ̄ⲛⲓⲛ ⲅⲟ̄ⲛ ⲉⳝⳝⲟⲩ.  
Ooy inni ikka dollin agarra goon ejju moonin agarra goon ejju.
Your feet lead you to the place you love and the place you hate.

[Your decisions and choices are yours.]
(161)

كدیس شیبتا مسکا ییوُن.
Kadiis shibba meska iyyi iyon.
The cat, unable to reach the food, said it was disgusted.

[ Said about a person who requests something but when they are unable to get it, reduce its value. ]

(162)

كدیس شیبتا مسکا سوُن کیریتا ییون.
Kadiis shibba meska suun kirritta iyon.
The cat, unable to reach the food, said it was only buttermilk.

[ Said about a person who requests something but when they are unable to get it, reduces its value. ]

(163)

گورکا جاگیکا یوُر فالتا.
Gurka jaagikka gur falate.
What you are afraid of you find.

[ Advice concerning unduly magnifying your fear of something. ]

(164)

سیو یدا،و وری.
Siw iddo weeri.
To cultivate in barren sand.

[ Said about a wasted effort, or those who do useless work. ]
(165)

 Raqigulon Barri Baajina.
Jaakiguulon barril baaymeena.
May fearful things not be absent from the place.

[Advice that fear is necessary in order for people to act well.]

(166)

 Adowwingoon Saahibin Agillog Toorii.
Your enemy may reach you through your friend’s mouth.

[Advice about the importance of keeping secrets.]

(167)

 Gusseen Tuun Edana.
A call to prayer inside a grain silo.

[Said about someone who speaks and advises, but no one listens or follows their advice.]

(168)

 Saamee Tigireda Araji.
He hides his beard and dances.

[Said about someone who does something that contradicts their venerable appearance.]
(169)

Noorin maasin gindeen ukki wee naddimun.
The thorn does fall only by the will of God.

[Said about God’s almighty hand ruling the universe.]

(170)

Kajin diye mugriin balee.
The donkey dies, the dogs rejoice.

[Said about someone who benefits from the misfortunes of others.]

(171)

Kitti faarjikan mugin wokkikangoon orri.
Shabby clothes tear even from dogs barking.

[Said as a consolation for the loss of a loved one, also to warn against pessimism and to show that everything has a life span.]

(172)

Niid uwwon fakkiltoon falooysi diffi kolotta atti.
What comes out of your teeth (words) will be heard in seven castles.

[Said about the importance of keeping secrets and the speed that news and rumors spread.]
(173)

ⲉⲱⲣⲟ ⲗⲓⲙ ⲅⲟ̄ⲣⲓ ⲱⲟ̄ ⲓⲗⲉ̄ⲛ ⲅⲁⳟⲁⲣⲉ.
Ewro lim goori woo illeen gangare.
Only the one who sows reaps you, oh seeds of wheat.

[Advice about putting in the work to achieve results.]

(174)

ϣⲓⲃⲓⲣⲓⲛ ⲙⲟⲩⲧⲓⲗⲟⲅ ⲛⲁⲇⲇⲟ̄ⲥⲟⲛ.
Shibirin uffilog naddooson.
He fell from the bottom of the basket.

[Said about someone who is ignored, marginalized, or underestimated.]

(175)

ⲧⲁⲧⲓ̄ⲥⲁⲛ ⲕⲟ̄ ⲫⲧⲓ̄ⲥⲁⲛ ⲅⲧⲧⲓⲅ ⲥⲟⲩⲛⲩⲙⲟⲩⲩⲓ.
Fatiisan koo fatiisan gattig sunnumun.
The owner of an animal’s rotting corpse is not harmed by its smell.

[Said about someone who is in shock from sudden loss and does not appear to act appropriately.]

(176)

ⲑⲟⲩⲱⲓⲣⲓ̄ⲛ ⲛⲁⲱⲁ ⲕⲃⲃⲓⲛ ⲕⲟⲛⲕⲗⲉ̄ⲛ Ⲝⲟⲩⲕⲁⲛⳟⲱⲓⲛ ⲫⲟⲧⲧⲁ ⲩⲁⲃⲓ.
Duwwiriin nawa kamin konkaleelog ushirkangoon fotta fali.
If you hit the elderly’s skin with camel dung it falls off.

[Said about human weakness in old age.]
(177)

INDOM OŠEI NŌPIN NOGILGÕN ŒUCA.
Indon uusi noorin noogilgoon uusa.
Who is bad here is also bad in the house of God.

[The good are good and the wicked are wicked everywhere.]

(178)

KACCA DÔGAFI ØJLOG DÄPIN YJÈÈNNE WÔMÔN.
Kacca doogafi ooylog daarin hisaappa aawmun.
Who rides a donkey does not care about who walks on their feet.

[Said about the rich not caring about the poor.]

(179)

GORONDIN ÈWWRE GORONDIN OYGOYRRA DÄFÈI.
Gorondin ewwre gorondin usorra daafi.
What the bull sows is in the bull’s ass.

[Said about someone who only benefits themself.]

(180)

YAA KAD DIJON YAA KACCA WÈGI DIJON.
Either the donkey dies or the one who leads it dies.

[Said about the boredom of a long wait.]

(181)

KAD SIDDO MÔRMÔKI? ŌYGOYR'TIN DÔUKKILA.
Where does the donkey roll? Where the ash is.

[Said about people or things that can always be found in the same spot.]
(182)

ουττόун τέλον ἐκκα ἐννικανγόν ουττόουν νόγ ἐκκα ἐννουμοῦ.
Uttnuun teelon ikka ennikangoon uttuun noog ikka ennumu.
If the graveyard of others takes you, their house does not.

[Advice not to intrude on others.]

(183)

βουροῦγ ἐδὸμοῦν ἀγορ/ἐνω ἐδ.
Bouroog edumun agog/enng ed.
Marry the mother-in-law/mother, not her daughter.

[Advice to choose a good spouse by looking at their mother-in-law, because the future spouse will look like them.]

(184)

ἰσκιντῆ ἀγιᾶ κοαλκα Φίνίδιμοῦν.
Iskintee digid kulka findimun.
Many mice don’t dig a hole.

[Advice about the distribution of tasks at work, because too many people involved may be unproductive.]

(185)

κανδὶ νόγ τανγα ἰρβῆ.
Kandi noog tannga irbee.
The knife knows its sheath.

[Said about someone who insists on their opinion without caring about the others opinion, or who takes a path that others see as improper.]
(186)

**Kutta menja wirjilekin aagintaan wirjikan gena.**
Undressing while sitting is better than undressing standing.

[Said about someone who exposes himself more than his abilities allow and reveals his modest abilities.]

(187)

**Kam korony tannga guunymuun icci kuuni nali.**
A camel sees the hump of the others but does not see its own.

[Said about someone who does not see their own sins while talking about those of others.]

(188)

**Sigirka kaayii otti tanna degee.**
He who made a boat places it in its anchor/place.

[Said about things or speaking in the right place or time.]

(189)

**Widda tirti maanynya merin.**
Gifts and charity prevent envy.

[Advice about giving gifts and zakat/charity.]
Proverbs

(190)

ⲉⲇⲇⲓ ⲁⲛⲛⲓ ⲇⲓⳝⲁ ⲕⲉϭϭⲁ̄ⲇ ⲱⲉ̄ⲕⲟ̄ⲛ ⲟⲕⲕⲁⲫⲓ̄ⲛ.
Eddi anni dija keccaad weekkoon okkafiin.
He has five fingers, plus another one.

[Said about someone who has to take care of himself, and carry out his work on his own.]

(191)

ⲱⲓ̄ⲥⲕⲓⲇⲓⲛ ⲅⲟⲩⲥⲉ̄ ⲥⲟ̅ⲩ̅ⲇⲁ.
Wiiskidin gussee suuda.
The container of debt is empty.

[Advice to discourage borrowing.]

(192)

ⲱⲟⲕⲕⲧⲧⲓⲛ ⲙⲟ̄ⲗⲁ ⲧⲓ̄ⲅⲓ ⲱⲟⲕⲕⲧⲧⲁ.
Wokkattin moola tiigi wokkatta.
Whoever lives next to the one who barks becomes the same.

[Advice to choose your friends carefully.]

(193)

ⲉⲇⲇⲓ ⲁⲛⲛⲟⲅ ⲙⲁ̄ ⳡ ⲁⲛⳟⲁ ⲇⲟⲩⲕⲕⲓⲥ.
Eddi annog maany annga dukkis.
With my hand I hurt my eyes.

[Said about someone who harms himself without intention.]
(194)

\[
\text{ⲟⲩⲧⲧⲟ̅ⲩ̅ⲛ ⲉⲇⲇⲓⲗⲟⲅ ⲕⲁⲃⲓ ⲥⲓⲅⲁⲫⲓ.}
\]
Uttuun eddilog kabi sigafi.
Food will get stuck in the throat of he who eats with the hand of others.

[Advice to get the job done by yourself.]

(195)

\[
\text{ⲅⲁ ⳡⳡⲓⲣⲕ ⲟⲩϣⲓⲣ ⲙⲉ̄ⲛⲕⲛ ⲇⲓ̄ⲥ ⲱⲁⲣⲙⲟⲩⲛ.}
\]
Ganynyirk ushir meenkan diis warmun.
Blood does not flow without razors or a weapon.

[Tasks will be accomplished by starting work.]

(196)

\[
\text{ⲁⲫⲓⲗⲧⲟ̄ⲛ ⲛⲉ̄ ⲧⲟⲩⲫⲫⲁ ⣳ⲃⲃ ⲇⲟⲩⲫⲫⲁ ⣳ⲃⲃ ⲇⲓ̄ ⲱⲁⲣⲙⲟⲩⲛⲛⲁ?}
\]
Agillatoon nee tuffa shaamee kusmuwa?
Do we wipe our beard by spitting on it?

[Said about someone who insults themself or their family by disgraceful work.]

(197)

\[
\text{ⲁⲫⲓⲗⲧⲓⲏⲁ ⲟⲩⲧⲓⲏⲏ ⣳ⲃⲃ ⲇⲟⲩⲫⲫⲓⲏⲏ ⣳ⲃⲃ ⲇⲧⲓⲏⲏ.}
\]
Agillatoon tuffa saameel udimunna.
When we spit, we do not spit on our beard.

[Advice to someone who insults themself or their family to stop doing so.]
(198)

Διυκουναν κοννα Δαφτη.
Diyokuunaan koonna daaffii.
He is in the world of the dead.

[Said when referring to a useless person.]

(199)

Ιττιρκα οκκε ΤαΦα Δαδι.
Ittirka okkee taffa daaji.
He who cooks ittir\(^3\) tastes it.

[Advice to be certain of the quality of your work before you show it to others, or be certain of your own benefit when working for others.]

(200)

Εδδι ζε θερκα θελεμουν.
Eddi wee jerka jelewmun.
You cannot wash your back with one hand.

[Advice that one needs to cooperate with others in life.]

(201)

Κολεδ Τακκα Ιρβουμουνιν Ουςουρκα Δουγε.
koled takka irbumunin usurka juge.
The one who does not know the smoke pit will burn her ass.\(^{14}\)

[Advice not to ignore the advice of people with specialized knowledge.]

---

\(^3\) Ittir is a popular Nubian dish, cooked from mallow or fennel, coriander, and dried okra powder.

\(^{14}\) The story of the proverb is that a Nubian woman perfumes her husband who returns from traveling by placing perfume and incense in a pit and sitting naked on top of it wrapped in a thick cover in what looks like a sauna to imbue her body, and the woman who is ignorant of how this custom and craftsmanship burns her ass.
(202)

ηδα Δαρι ουκα κομμλωγν.
Haaja daari uuska kummun.
The things we have will not be bad.

[Advice not to underestimate anything, even simple, you may need it in the future.]

(203)

ギリδ ακαλαγ ιδδαν ταγγι.
Girid abalaany iddan tanynyi.
A monkey accompanies monkeys.

[Said about someone who looks like those who accompany them.]

(204)

Φογακε ταννασκα λογα ιμιν.
Fuudee tannaska luula iigin.
The beetle calls her daughter a pearl.

[Parents love their children, they see them as the greatest in the universe.]

(205)

μιρκαλ κιδιγ κιδιλμωγν.
Mirsaal hijjig hijjimun.
Your messenger does not perform the Hajj for you.

[Said about someone who asks others to do their work instead of doing it by themself.]
(206)

 Sexo dii faliy dalal hoy.  
 Siga si taa dadda dawr.  
 The absent person's cow gives birth to a bull.

[Said to encourage someone to do their job well.]

(207)

 Sigir kuusifar malalee darri.  
 He sails with every boat.  

[Said about a weak personality or opportunist.]

(208)

 Dawwilog daarikka gindee shakkmun.  
 Thorns won't harm who walks on known roads.

[Advice that someone who deviates from their path will be harmed.]

(209)

 Aadem jagadta feleen ukkii wee dege.  
 A weak person can be tied with onion leaves.

[Said about an unimportant person.]

---

15 Cows are more beneficial to the rural than the bulls because they give birth and their newborn can be sold in addition to their milk.
(210)

**Gorondi uwwo kudeel darmun.**
Two bulls are not tied at the same place.

[Said when there are too many bosses at work.]

(211)

**Sigirka kummuni sigirin findeeya.**
If you do not have a boat, be a dock.

[Advice to work with what you have and within your means.]

(212)

**Temen neerkan nim neerinna.**
Sleeping after checking the sleep of the neighbors.

[If a neighbor suffers from a problem, there is no rest or sleep until we help him solve it.]

(213)

**Tannog teeli.**
The pot heats from the bottom to the top.

[Said to encourage someone to take the proper measures to reach the goal, and it is often said to criticize someone who uses wrong methods to reach their goal.]
(214)

τⲟⲩⲧ ⲇⲟⲩⲕⲕⲓⲛ ⲥⲟⲟⲩ ⲗⲧⲟⲛ ⲙⲓⲛⲓ.
Tuug dukkikan sooy latoon minnga enni.
When the wind blows, what can it take from the tiles?

[Said when you have nothing more to lose.]

(215)

ⲫⲟⲩⲇⲉ ⲃⲁⲩ ⳝⲉⲗⲓ ⲧⲁⲛ ⲙⲉⲥⲭⲟⲩⲧⲓ.
Fuudeen baabu jelli tannga meskimun.
The father of the scarab will not be tired of his job.16

[Said about someone who is a good worker, or advice to someone who tells you to slow down.]

(216)

ⲑⲓ ⲧⲁⲛ ⲙⲉⲥⲭⲟⲩⲧⲓ.
Kaj juun agarra maaroog fiiri.
Wherever the donkey goes, it carries dried dung.

[Said to someone who prefers to continue doing a lowly job rather than improving themselves, or to someone who prefers to continue to work even though they don't have to.]

(217)

ⲙⲓ ⲧⲁⲕⲕⲁ ⲝⲣⲓⲉⲕ ⲧⲉⲫⲉ.
Seged takka urrikka kabi.
Scorpion only bites who tramples it.

[Advice to be very careful before doing something.]

16 The story is about a scarab beetle who made a deal with the moon to marry it, so the moon asked it to cleanse the earth from waste before getting married. This is the reason the scarab is persistent in the hard work of getting rid of the waste.
(218)

\[\text{ⲃⲁ ⳡⳡⲓⲇ ⲙⲁⲥ ⲱⲓⲥⲗⲁⳟⲓⲅ ⲟⲩⲫⲫⲓ ⲧⲁⲛⲧⲟⲛ ⲟ̄ⲥⲓ.}\]
Banynyid mas wisalngig uffi tannatoon oosi.
Good words make the snake come out from its hole.

[Advice about the effectiveness and magic of sweet talk.]

(219)

\[\text{ⲁⲃⲟⲗϩⲟⲥⲉ̄ⲛ ⲇⲟⲩⲕⲓ ⲥⲟ̅ⲩ̅ⲇ ⲧⲁ ⲧⲟⲗⲓⲙⲟⲩⲛ.}\]
Abolhoseen dukki suudta tollimun.
A fox does not drag an empty bag.

[Said about someone who can always be found where the benefit is.]

(220)

\[\text{kⲓⲇⲇⲟⲕⲁ ⲇⲟⲩⲙⲓ ⲕⲇⲇⲁⲫⲓ.}\]
Kiddoka dummi kiddafi.
Who catches a drowned person will drown.

[Advice to avoid danger.]

(221)

\[\text{ⲇⲉⲅⲉⲣ ⲟⲩⲱⲗⲁ ⲇⲟ̄ⲅⲓ ⲛⲁⲇⲁⲫⲓ.}\]
Deger uwwolla doogi naddafi.
Whoever rides on two saddles will fall.

[Said about someone who has a lot of worries and thinks about them all at the same time, or someone who wants to do two jobs at the same time while that is impossible.]
Proverbs

(222)

κᾰρκᾰρῄ τόυγκα μῑ́ρμουν.
Karkaree tuugka miirmun.
A net\textsuperscript{17} does not block the wind.

[Said about a wasteful person who does not know how to save, or to request the appropriate means to achieve their purpose.]

(223)

מונים τουργέεδα δούειρ ούννο.
Mugen turungnga dungig unno.
A bitch in haste gave birth to blind puppies.

[Advice not to rush.]

(224)

οῡγμέģ εργί ζαρᾶ βίλ θού.
Ugmeeg ergi haraabil juu.
He who follows owls reaches ruins.

[Advice that someone who accompanies the wicked, surely will go to perdition.]

(225)

αλλί τάννογ μιττάρρα θουκίδακκιμούν.
Alli tannog mittarra sukidakkimun.
Do not trust his rope to go down into the well.

[Said about someone who cannot be trusted or relied upon in any work, whether because they are weak or known for their betrayal or limited ability.]

\textsuperscript{17} Referring to a net made of palm leaves, after splitting the leaves in two and made from ropes attached in a special way, it is used to carry cattle feed or weeds from one place to another.
(226)

ゲレドォナ ミナ？ マラグ タン ミナ？
Geledoona mina? Marag tan mina?
What is a wagtail? What is its broth?

[Said to depreciate someone else.]

(227)

ナル アギン ツォール タワジャ.
Nar agin tuul hawajaya.
The tongue inside the mouth is a great master.

[Advice to be careful when speaking.]

(228)

キッサデ ドゥギック オッティ キャルモーン.
Kiccad dungijkan ottig farmun.
If the deer gets blinded, he cannot figure out the road.

[If a someone is angry, their anger blinds them from doing the right thing.]

(229)

エーデン オシュン ガララ クサラ.
Edeen juun agarra oshshaara.
A woman is a servant wherever she goes.

[Said to complain when a man's wife is not taking care her parents-in-law.]
Abadta gindeeg aawate.
Make a fence of thorns for an apple of Sodom.\textsuperscript{18}  

[Said about those who exaggerate and do more than a matter needs.]

Ulumma baharra angngii iiginna.
Say uncle to a crocodile in the river

[Advice that obeying the guardians or rulers is obligatory.]

Ewrookan jawwe woo gaalba.
Only cry after it (the waterwheel) works, oh Galba!\textsuperscript{19}

[Advice to congratulate someone only after the results are in.]

Seerra weegrey gureerra weegooson.
Instead of leading him to the barren land, he led him to the fertile one.

[Said about someone who benefited someone else contrary to their intentions.]

\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Calotropis procera} is a species of flowering plant in the family Apocynaceae that is native to North Africa, tropical Africa, Western Asia, South Asia, and Indochina. The green fruits contain a toxic milky sap that is extremely bitter and turns into a gluey coating which is resistant to soap. Common names for the plant include “apple of Sodom.”

\textsuperscript{19} According to the story, a woman named Galba saw men digging a well for a waterwheel, and was crying of joy so soon that the well collapsed and men were forced to dig again, as soon as they finished the second time, the same woman prepared to shreek again, they told her, “Galba, shreek cries of joy after the waterwheel works.”
(234)

ⲓⲅⲕⲁ ⲧⲟⲩⲗⲓ ⲧⲁⲛⲛⲟⲅ ⲓⲣⲃⲉ̄ⲛⲁ.
Iigka tulli tannog irbeena.
Fire is known by its smoke.

[Everything has a specific sign.]

(235)

ⲇⲉ̄ⲛ ⲛⲁⲥⲓⲕⲁ ⲉⲇ ⲧⲁⲙ.
Ideen nassikka edtam.
Do not marry a tall woman.

[Advice not to marry a stronger or richer woman unless you are proper for her.]

(236)

ⲟⲩⲣⲧⲓ ⲕⲟ̄ⲙⲁ̄ⲣⲉ̄ⲅ ⳝⲉⲗⲉⲅ ⲕⲃⲓ.
Urti koomaareeg jeleg kabi.
A sheep without owner is eaten by a wolf.

[Said about things when they are lost due to lack of monitoring or care.]

(237)

ⲓⲥⲕⲧⲧⲓⲛ ⲇⲟⲣⲟⲩⲧ ⲑⲁⲃⲗⲁ ⲟⲩⲧ.
Iskittin burush dabala fi.
The palm leaf rug of the guest is folded.

[Advice to provide hospitality no matter how long it lasts.]
Tabid koshkirlog toora koshkirlog falо.
The blacksmith entered with the long needle and came out with it.

[Said about someone who has not changed, no matter how many years have passed.]

Alli takka millika moori.
The rope tied the one who twisted it.

[Said about someone who intends to harm others, but harmed themself.]

Hukuuman meren eddi diiska foogmun.
The hand that the government cuts doesn’t bleed.

[Advice that the ruler’s orders are the law and there is no use in opposing them.]

Uuska ogoora maska jill.
Forget evil and remember the good.

[Advice to be tolerant and forgiving.]

20 A needle of more than 15 cm used for the sewing of sails.
(242)

ικκα καβον γ derp ικκα ογμογυν.
Ikka kabon geer ikka onymun.
Only the one who tastes from your food cries for you.

[Advice that someone’s value is in their work and the good they provide to others.]

(243)

εddit σουδ κασσα δαδακκογμογυν.
Eddi suud kassa daajdakkumun.
An empty hand is not licked.

[Advice to encourage generosity and giving.]

(244)

ογρογλατον κουσεδα λε άσαλα λεγε?
Urujlatoon kuseda lee abadla degee?
Do you release the cow from the green field, and tie it to the apples of Sodom?21

[Said when denouncing a shift from good to evil.]

(245)

ωιρδα φινταν Δακκερ Δακκι.
Wirja fiintaan dakkeeg dakki.22
He plays hopscotch naked.

[Said about someone who talks a lot and works a little.]

21 Calotropis procera.
22 Handakkee (dakkee is only used in this proverb) is a game played within a square of approximately 10 square meters drawn on the ground between two teams, each team consisting of a king and guards. Each player holds one of his feet with one hand and jumps with the other foot. Whoever reaches the competing team’s king and pushes him to the ground or outside the square is the winner. The guards of each team defend their king by preventing the opposing team from reaching it.
Proverbs

(246)

 assms ṧōg Ḑīdakkọ gollidak kumoun.
Jumuud tuffidakko gollidak kumun.
Spit coming out of the mouth is not swallowed.

[Advice that an obscene word said cannot be undone.]

(247)

ginde ḡīdīg gābilmun.
gindee gindig gaabilmun.
Thorns do not face thorns.

[Said about peers who are equal in strength.]

(248)

ṯalā Ṭalāk koccīg gābilmun.
Tallee tallig koccilog gaabilmun.
The needle does not face the needle with its pointed tip.

[Said when using a different technique when confronting someone of similar strength.]

(249)

tuug màlłā ṣigīkə ennīmoun.
Tuug mallee sigirka ennimun.
Not all wind sails the boat.

[Advice that you can’t have all your wishes.]
(250)

אַסָּרִין יֶלְּלֵי אֶדְדִיָּג אוֹרְקִיקְקָנְגַּן אַיִּגָּא אוֹרְקְוָנְמִמֵּן.
Assariin jelli eddig orikkanngoo ayga orkummun.
If the work of your children cools your hand, it doesn’t cool your heart.

[Advice that if you want a thing well done, do it yourself.]

(251)

קֹכְכִין אוֹקִיָּהָא אוֹרְקְמִמֵּן.
Kossin ukki iigka aanyimmun.
Palm leaves don’t feed a fire.

[Advice not to rely on something weak.]

(252)

אֶסָּר דֶּרֶּהִוָּקְא אוֹגְדוֹמִמֵּן.
Essir dereenyoookan ogoodmun.
When the clay bottle has spilled it does not stand.

[Said as consolation when a loved one is lost, also to warn/encourage girls about their virginity.]

(253)

יסָּקַיָּיָא יָיִין מַיְנֵקְקָא פְּנָּטִין נּוֹרְרָא עוֹסֵקִי.
Iskitti irin moonekka fentin nuurra oskir.
Host the guest you dislike in the shade of the palm.

[Advice how to get rid of an unwanted guest.]
Proverbs

(254)

\textit{ⲧⲟⲃⲃⲁⲣ ⲧⲁⲛⲛⲉ̄ⲛⲅⲁ ⲟⳡⲙⲟⲩⲛ.}
\textit{Torbar tanneenga onymun.}
A farmer does not cry about his dead mother.

[Said about someone who is always busy.]

(255)

\textit{ⲧⲟⲃⲃⲁⲣⲕⲁ ⲉⲇⲇⲓⲅ ⲝⲟϩⲁⲣⲣⲁ ⲝⲟⲩⲧⲁⲣⲱ ⲝⲧⲁⲣⲷⲛⲧⲉ̄ⲛⲅⲁ⳧ⲟ̄ⲛ ⲛⲉϣⲗⲁⲓ̈ⲁ.}
\textit{Torbarka eddig usurra udirteenangoon neshlaya.}
Help the farmer, even by putting your hand in his ass.

[Advice to accept any help, no matter how trivial or strange.]

(256)

\textit{ⲧⲟⲃⲃⲉⲇⲁⲗⲕⲁⲛ ⲑⲣⲕⲓ ⲧⲁⲛⲛⲁⲧⲟ̄ⲛ ⲫⲁ.}
\textit{Gusseegoon dabalkan irki tannatoon fa.}
The silo, if rolled, can be removed from its place.

[Advice that there is no difficulty in doing anything if there is a will and a subtle trick.]

(257)

\textit{ⲟⲥⲃⲉ̄ⲅⲟ̄ⲛ ⲇⲁⲃⲗⲏⲒ ⲑⲣⲕⲓ ⲧⲁⲛⲛⲁⲧⲟ̄ⲛ ⲫⲁ.}
\textit{Uusin gaskotoon mastoodta baayeenna.}
Amid evil the good appears.

[Advice that the difference between good and bad is as clear as the sun.]
(258)

τ坚定不 Ταριν Κιρελογ Σιλα Τιρ.
Tuugka tarin kirelog silla tir.
Scattering the crops in the direction of the wind.

[Said about the need to adapt and socialize.]

(259)

Φογριν τΪ Αργαιι δΪγα Όγαε.
Fogrin tii bagaanyil ooyga ude.
The unfortunate cow steps into a crack.

[Said about those who have had misfortune or bad luck.]

(260)

τ坚定不 Γουρρικαν Τορε Αβαε.
Tuun gurrikan joree abdee.
If the inside is happy, the hair grows.

[Advice to imitate the happiness of your neighbors and community.]

(261)

Ενγα Κουνι Ψιρδα/Οργα Φιουμουν.
Eenga kuni wirja/orga fiyumun.
Who has their mother does not sleep uncovered/hungry.

[Used to recall the care of a mother when her absence is felt.]
Proverbs

(262)

Δαρυίσουν μαλλεκκα γορ δοκκεβο.
Banynyisun malleekka gor jokkecco.
The calf chewed everything we said.

[Said about a lost effort, gone with the wind.]

(263)

◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂辽宁省

(263)

◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂▸

Fentillatoon sukka akkonyil darri.
He came down from the palm tree and climbed the castor tree.

[Said about someone who blabbers and mixes up words.]

(264)

◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂▸

Issee hamiiraddan kushshi.
The dough rises after adding the yeast.

[Said when seeking something for the right reasons.]

(265)

◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂◂▸

Onyin nögil balee aawdakkumun.
In the house of mourning, a wedding cannot be held.

[Advice that one’s actions have to be appropriate to the general mood.]
(266)

καμμ ṣרג νᾰ̀ντᾰܢ ṣième ṭάɴγα ṭⁱğί.
Kamm aag naantaan ooy tannga tigi.
He is tracking the camel though he sees it.

[Said about someone who strains themself in a useless act, or who chooses the bumpy over the paved road to reach a goal.]

(267)

ﺍ pháLifetime ṣibër ḫirá ámbūn.
Agondeen obor sibeeg iskirmun.
The root of the lupine does not gather the clay.

[Said about someone whom you should not have high expectations of.]

(268)

 gridView 
Gutraan daadii ungirangmun.
The smell of the tar container will not go away.
Habit ever remains.

[Advice that any trait someone develops is difficult to get rid of.]

(269)

TEMPL ḫ-colsū ḥwickāddā.
Temeen keffi wiskida.
The slap of the neighbor is returned.

[Advice that abuse of a neighbor is intolerable.]
(270)

τεμεν κεφαλι ορκμον.
Temeen keffi orkmun.
The slap of the neighbor will not cool.

[Advice that abuse of a neighbor is intolerable.]

(271)

Φώτο μιδιμον.
Foogjo middimun.
What is spilled will not return to the pot.

[Missed can not be returned.]

(272)

ινεν τοδι ικκα ινεν τοδατα οιννα τιμποιν.
Ineen tood ikka ineen toodta unna tirmun.
Your mother’s son23 can’t give you a mother’s son.

[Advice that siblings cannot be replaced.]

(273)

τοφγ δουκκικαν μιτταριν τοφγον δουκκί.
Tuug dukkikan mittarin tuulgoon dukki.
If the wind blows, it blows even in the well.

[Advice about the spreading of news and its ability to overcome barriers.]

23 I.e., brother.
(274)

Φα ΚΟΥЌϹϹΙΤΑΝ ΊΓΚΑ ΑΓ ΚΑΚΚΙ.  
Fa kuccintaan iigka aag kakki.  
He will swim and sit next to the fire.

[Said about someone who cannot evaluate what is he going to do next.]

(275)

ⲟƬƬΙΝ ΔΓΟ ΓϴϩϩΑΝ ΔϩϩΑΡΑ.  
Ottin ago guuran diinaara.  
A daughter’s husband is an ornament on her mother-in-law’s forehead.

[Advice about the value of a son-in-law.]

(276)

ⲥⲇⲇⲃ ΜΑϩΑⲑ Ψⲃⲃ ΕϩϩΙ.  
Eddi magaad weeka enni.  
A hand holds one watermelon.

[Said about someone who tries to work or endure more than they can.]

(277)

ⲧⲣⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧⲓⲧiw)
(278)

Δμαν ουκκι ταννογ ωηκα κοφιμουν.
Aman uikki tannog weeka koffimun.
He is not worth the water that fills his ears.

[Said about a worthless person.]

(279)

Καψηεγ αγ καριν ιγ Διδον.
Kashsheeg aag kaarin iig dijon.
The fire went out while they were collecting firewood.

[Said when someone clumsily fails to achieve what is required of them.]

(280)

ϯʔʔόν ικκετε ικκετ τιοηι.
Shaadon iskente awwon iskenteeg turi.
The foreign mouse throws out the house mouse.

[Said when a stranger drives you out of your house.]

(281)

ϯʔʔόν ικκετε ικκετ τιικκι.
Shaadon iskente awwon iskenteeg tissi.
The mouse from the outside hates the mouse from the inside.

[Said about a newcomer trying to ingratiate themself at the expense of others.]
(282)

τῶγ μαλλὲ ὦρ τανγα γογγοτικιρμοῦν.
Tuug mallee ur tanga gonnyikirmun.
No wind can shake his head.

[Said about a stubborn, strong-minded man you can count on.]

(283)

ἀσελὶ λατόν κούμαρ Φαλλμοῦ.
Asedi latoon kushar fammu.
The stem of a wheat plant does not make keys.24

[Advice to choose the right thing.]

(284)

βαψαρ κὸν τιβίδ κινυίν Φα κούμισιδον.
Bahar koon tibid kinynyin fakoshshijon.
The river will rot without waves.

[Advice to always keep yourself occupied.]

(285)

ἐσκαλῆ Φευγῇ ωελογ μινιμοῦν.
eskalee feeshee weelog minjimun.
The water wheel does not stop for one hopper.25

[Advice that group work is not disrupted by one of its members.]

---

24 The doors of the houses in old Nubia were huge and had wooden locks, in the shape of the letter L, with slightly obtuse angle wooden keys.
25 All water wheel have a number of hoppers, these hoppers number varies depending on the nature and depth of the well, and the number of hoppers in the sommelier may reach forty saints. If some break down, the water wheel will working.
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(286)

Kittin jenbi eddamun.
Kittin jenbi eddangmun.
Not all clothing parts work as a sleeve.

[Advice that each part fits its own.]

(287)

Hariir faar kajin weedangi.
Old silk becomes the saddle of the donkey.

[Said about someone whose fame has faded.]

(288)

Koogin shoolla goon faaya fiimun.
This is not written even in the crow’s message.26

[Said about unusual supernatural matters.]

(289)

Jullee fakkan gindee tandan fa.
An acacia tree grows with its thorns.

[Advice that something has both a good and a bad side, take it or leave it.]

---

26 As the story is told, some women were angry that men have the right to polygamy, but women not, so they went to the crow and told their story, asking him to return their rights. The crow said: “This is easy. Write a message with this, and I will take it to the Lord and I will return soon.” They wrote the message. The crow flew to the heavens, but did not return, while the women are still waiting.
(290)

**Kony konynya feey.**
Face meets face.

[Advice that direct contact and clarity is the best way to solve problems.]

---

(291)

**Fuudee ur baccafiin tanynyi.**
The ladybug walks even if its head is crushed.

[Said about those who continuously survive harm.]

---

(292)

**Assar tuu kawwafiin tanynyi.**
The child walks with his belly open.

[Said when someone is ignorant of the seriousness of a situation or its consequences.]

---

(293)

**Aman faala weela kiddi.**
To sink into a bowl of water.

[Said when shows failure or weakness in the face of a problematic situation.]
(294)

ério lemāmē tannog fei'ji.
Jullee maamee tannog feyyi.
The tree grows with its roots.

[Advice to rely on oneself.]

(295)

belum dāgi kābakka kāmūn.
Jellig jaagi kabakka kabmun.
He who is afraid of work will not eat.

[Advice that encourages and glorifies work.]

(296)

anēn ḍiyelekin anēn besin dije gena.
Aneen diyelekin aneen besin diye gena.
Better that my aunt die than my mother.

[Advice to choose the lesser evil.]

(297)

inēn tōd ikka mōnīmūn.
Ineen tood ikka moonmun.
Your mother’s son27 does not hate you.

[Advice about the strength of the kinship bond between brothers.]

27 I.e., brother.
(298)

ⲓ̄ⲅ ⲕⲟⲩⲇⲟ̅ⲩ̅ⲇ ⲧⲁ ⲕⲟⲙⲙⲟⲩⲛ.
Iig kuduudta kommun.
A small fire does not exist.

[Advice not to underestimate the little things.]

(299)

ⲅⲟⲣⲛ ⲙⲧ ⲕⲟⲩⲇⲟ̅ⲩ̅ⲇ ⲧⲁ ⲕⲟⲩⲙⲛⲟⲩⲣ.
Buruu goon kuduudta kummun.
A girl isn’t young.

[Advice to protect girls as if they are an adult even if they’re young.]

(300)

ⲕⲃⲃ ⲕⲟⲣ ⲧⲟ̄ⲇ ⲱⲁⲗⲗⲟⲛ ⲧⲓ̄ ⲧⲟ̄ⲇ.
Elin gor tood wallon tii tood.
Today’s calf is tomorrow’s cow.

[Advice that what you underestimate today, you will seek tomorrow.]

(301)

ⲏⲗⲓⲃ ⲑⲟⲣ ⲧⲟ̄ⲇ ⲱⲁⲗⲗⲟⲛ ⲧⲓ̄ ⲧⲟ̄ⲇ.
Elin gor tood wallon tii tood.
Today’s calf is tomorrow’s cow.

[Upbringing and ethics, home is the first place to teach ethics.]

28 The sound a billygoat makes when he’s horny.
(302)

 kepando koywha kummun.
Kaashsando kushsha kummun.
Since it was kneaded, it didn’t rise.

[Said about someone who despite investment
of time and energy does not perform.]

(303)

 doro arin nifo daddo.
Joogo aagin niffo daajo.
The miller tasted it before the cook.

[Said when someone is deprived of their right, because
its given to someone who does not deserve it.]

(304)

 Bogdo kayeel kabi.
The pottery maker eats in a broken bowl.

[Said about someone who fixes others people’s
things but forgets their own.]

(305)

 iskitti fasic tannog ki.
The guest comes with food.

[Advice to encourage hospitality.]
(306)

טאטוגין דוג פסיגימון.
Tattuurin juu fassingimun.
A bitter apple will not be sweet.

[Advice that someone who grew up evil remains like this.]

(307)

יר יבוגגיט סגננ.
Iig uburtig unni.
Fire bears ash.

[Said when the outcome of a situation was easy to predict.]

(308)

קרסי דוי יבזאל מנדימון.
Kerri ooy weelog menjimun.
A tent does not stand on a single pole.

[Advice that work needs synergy.]

(309)

דונגגי דונגגיג סגננ.
Dungngi dungngig unnimun.
A blind person does not give birth to the blind.

[Advice that children do not necessarily take after their parents.]

(310)

גורונדי פינטן וְרי.
Gorondi fiintaan irri.
The bull bellows while he is lying.

[Said about someone who threatens without doing anything.]
(311)

Ashriin konyna jelwa lee niina.
Do we drink and wash the face of the beautiful woman?

[Advice not to depend on your beauty alone.]

(312)

Aragi konyna tigirmun.
Who dances does not hide their face.

[Said about those who are not ashamed of their behavior.]

(313)

Udroosam kabinna.
Bake before you eat.

[Advice that you have to put in the work if you want results.]

(314)

Nar tuun gelema.
The tongue is the belly’s pen.

[Advice that your tongue expresses your thoughts.]

(315)

Fag juurteeg kabaʃi nawa tanna biinna.
A goat that eat acacia tree fruits shows it by her skin.

[Advice that what you hide today will definitely appear tomorrow.]
(316)

Nabikkoon nim kisseel fii.
Even gold you find in the ruins of a church.  

[Advice not to expect a good result without doing your job.]

(317)

Abliseen erree tannga dewaa iigsando muuleen koccil juu jorro.
When fox was told that his urine is a cure, he climbed up the mountain and urinated over it.

[Said about someone who is stingy with what they have and does not want others to benefit from it.]

(318)

Kamikka degerin tawwoo aagkaari.
Looking for the camel under the saddle.

[Said about someone who looking for something while it is right under his nose.]

(319)

Karjiralley jugacco.
She wanted to cook food and burned it.

[Said about someone clumsy trying to fix something but instead destroying it.]

---

29 This refers to the many medieval church ruins in Nubia and the widespread belief that they contained treasures.
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(320)

ⲙⲟⲩⲣⲟⲩ ⲧⲁⲛⲉ̄ⲛ ⲛⲟ̄ⲅⲓⲗ ⲓⲥⲕⲓⲧⲧⲁ.
Buru tanneen noogil iskitta.
The girl is a guest at her mother’s house.

[Advice that it’s only a matter of time until a girl gets married.]

(321)

ⲅⲁⲷⲓ̄ⲥ ⲙⲟⲣⲓ̄ ⳝⲉ̄ⲃⲓⲗ ⲧⲟ̄ⲣⲙⲟⲩⲛ.
kadiis morii jeebil toormun.
A wild cat does not enter your pocket.

[Advice not to trust a stranger.]

(322)

ⲟⲩⲑⲕⲧⲧⲧ ⲡⲫⲧⲓⲣⲫⲁ ⲧⲁⲫⲫⲓ.
Suultoon ittirla taffi.
To taste from the milk to the ittir.30

[Said when someone suddenly switches the topic of a conversation without finishing.]

(323)

ⲝⲟⲩⲧⲓ ⲧⲁⲫⲫⲓ ⲛⲟ̄ⲅⲓⲗ ⲓⲥⲕⲓⲧⲧⲁ.
Alli faasee millikan kutta minjimun.
The weak twisted rope does not stand upright.

[Said about someone with a weak personality.]

30 See fn. 13.
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(324)

ΦΕΚΚΕΝ ΔΑΛΙ ΜΙΛΙΚΑΝ ΚΟΥΤΤΙΜΟΥΝ.
fekkeen alli millikan kuttimun.
A twisted rope of old cloth does not stand upright.

[Said about someone with a weak personality.]

(325)

ΜΑΡΕ ΒΑΡΩΝΙΚΑΝ ΝΟΫΔΤΑ ὌΣΙΝ.
Maree shaaroonkan nuudta oosin.
If you reduce the number of corn plants in the basin, they produce the best fruits.

[Advice that a few being productive are better than many but less productive.]

(326)

瓖ѧՄԱՑ ԶԱՄԻԿԱՏՈՑ ՏՅՈՒՆ.
Juma mas hamislatoon biini.
A good Friday is known from Thursday.

[Advice that the ending of things shows earlier on.]

(327)

ՏԱՏԵԲ ՕՍՍՈՒ ԿԻՐՐՈՒ NMԵՆԻՄՈՅՈՒՆ.
Tateeb ossuu kinyynyin menjimun.
Wooden beams on the ceiling must have a pillar.

[Advice that everything has a basis to rely on.]
(328)

Arri siibafiika jaag.
Beware of still water.

[Advice to be cautious with calm or silent people, since they may be deceptive and cunning.]

(329)

Aman neerafiika jaag.
Beware of stagnant water.

[Advice to be cautious with calm or silent people, since they may be deceptive and cunning.]

(330)

Kam kabalog keyimun.
The camel did not grow up by eating.

[Advice that things might happen without logical or reliable reason.]

(331)

Gindig gindin geer dukkimun.
Thorns can only be removed by thorns.

[Advice to fight fire with fire.]
(332)

\[\text{Temeen jitti degdakkimun.}\]

The jitti\textsuperscript{31} of a neighbor cannot be worn.

[Advice not to show off something that you don’t own, or to pretend to be someone you’re not.]

(333)

\[\text{Makkadan agarra nogo.}\]

It became empty like a maize field after harvest.

[Said when crowded place suddenly became empty.]

(334)

\[\text{Abaagunna abadilon foddimeena.}\]

If I die, even the apple of Sodom\textsuperscript{32} will not grow.

[Curse that nothing may grow or flourish after someone’s departure.]

(335)

\[\text{Baadunna hambarteeloon foddimeena.}\]

If I die, even saw sedge\textsuperscript{33} will not grow.

[Curse that nothing may grow or flourish after someone’s departure.]

\textsuperscript{31} A jitti is a specific type of golden necklace.

\textsuperscript{32} Calotropis procera.

\textsuperscript{33} Cladium mariscus.
(336)

\[
\text{καψψⲉ ⲫⲗⲉⲓⲧⲉ Ⲋⲗⲧⲁⲙ.} \\
\text{Kashshee diginteeq dooltam.} \\
\text{Do not harvest different types of vegetables at the same time.}
\]

[Advice not to jump from tree to tree.]

(337)

\[
\text{ⲟⲫⲉ ⲫⲁⲉⲇⲓⲗ ⲕⲟⲩⲫⲉ Ⲩⲓⲁⲧⲉ ⲝⲫⲁϧⲱⲣⲏⲉ.} \\
\text{Ooyil faayafiika konyil faaytam.} \\
\text{Do not write on your face what is written on your feet.}
\]

[Advice that not participating in events may make you face blame.]

(338)

\[
\text{ⲧⲓⲣ ⲝⲏⲦⲇⲣⲓⲛ ⲧⲁ ϩⲓⲗⲅⲟⲥⲉ ⲙⲣⲏ ⲱⲉⲁⲛ ⲩⲓⲗⲅⲧⲉ ⲝⲫⲧⲁⲕⲝ.} \\
\text{Noor kiccadta hilgoosa more weeka hilgatee.} \\
\text{God created deer and a tree (to feed it).}
\]

[Advice about the providence of God and his great mercy for his creatures.]

(339)

\[
\text{ⲧⲓⲣ ⲛⲁⲧⲉ ⲝⲥⲓⲥⲨ ⲕⲉⲃ ⲝⲟⲥⲏ ⲝⲟⲥⲏ ⲛⲟⲩⲃⲕⲁⲧⲏ.} \\
\text{Muir jawaray id inga fanyin uskirtam.} \\
\text{Do not argue that the firewood is soft and does not burn, leaving your husband without a dinner.}
\]

[Advice to avoid upsetting one's husband.]
(340)

\[ \text{Segedin uffil eddig udirtam.} \]
Do not put your hand in the hole of scorpion.

[Advice to avoid dangers.]

(341)

\[ \text{Uttuunilog innig irny.} \]
Keep your belongings among others’ belongings.

[Advice to benefit from others’ opinions and experiences.]

(342)

\[ \text{Nar tangnga murtumuuni ay tangnga murtumon.} \]
He who does not control his tongue does not control his heart.

[Advice to know when to speak and when to shut up.]

(343)

\[ \text{Banynyid kajca fentil keerkekka banynyi.} \]
His words make the donkey climb up the palm tree.

[Said about someone talking nonsense.]

(344)

\[ \text{Ikka jigjatee lekin ikka onykee dollina.} \]
The one who makes you cry love you more than the one who makes you laugh.

[Advice to appreciate those who are honest in their criticism.]
(345)

Uburtin fiin agarra nilli waasa toori.
In the place of ash, a lot of coals enter.

[Said when a group of drunks is joined by another drunk, or when bad news is added to already bad news.]

(346)

Dungngin maarra goshku gaaliya
In the alley of the blind the one-eyed is precious.

[Advice that those who are skilled are valuable among those who are not.]

(347)

Ideen doosh hataban kidil marra kolodta usheen.
A stupid woman hits the doorpost seven times.

[Used when someone repeats the same mistake over and over.]

(348)

Uburti takka nooyokka kolli.
Ash gets stuck with the one who spoils it.

[Advice that who does evil to harm others and harm themself.]
(349)

kidda jooro tibidta jaagmun.
A drowning man is not afraid of the waves.
[Said about someone who faces big problems and is not bothered by the small ones.]

(350)

nar anna shengerti feyona.
Hair grew on my tongue.
[Said after a lot of talking.]

(351)

seringga kapafiin tuu oromafi.
The stomach of who eats barley felt cold.
[Said when someone who has done something wrong overhears other people talking about in general and feels as if it pertains to themself.]

(352)

naablatoon hijilka kaykangoon oshsha turkumaangmun.
Even if the servant dresses in an anklet of gold, she will not become an Ottoman lady.34
[Advice that newly acquired wealth does not necessarily come with good manners.]

34 The Ottoman Empire ruled Egypt from 1517 to 1867, apart from the period of the French occupation from 1798 to 1801.
(353)

\textit{Inngoon nee iingateena?} Do you listen to this (useless stuff) as well?

[Said when someone is talking about superfluous things.]

(354)

\textit{Ingnga fakin ambigal taffi walla agil fudee?} Are you going to throw this at the dom palm tree or you will you put it in your mouth?\footnote{\textit{Hyphaene thebaica}, with common names dom palm and gingerbread tree, is a type of palm tree with edible oval fruit. It is a native to the Arabian Peninsula and also to the northern half of Africa where it is widely distributed and tends to grow in places where groundwater is present.}

[Advice not to take big bites while eating.]

(355)

\textit{Murti assartanga jakkumun.} A horse does not trample on his newborn.

[Said about the compassion and mercy of motherhood.]

(356)

\textit{Kekkuu goon kekka diyo gooskuu goon goska aanyo.} The resentful person died resentfully, the bon vivant lived.

[Advice to be humble, not to be arrogant.]
(357)

ْکَن یَمِلْکَن یَمِلْکِن ْکَن یَمِلْکِمْنً.  
Weekoon imileeka koffi imilkoon weeka koffimun.
One is like a hundred and a hundred is not equal to one.

[Said when missing someone valuable in a particular situation.]

(358)

ْنِرْنِرْنُ یدَرُن یدَرِن یَرْمِنْن.  
Aburreel toon tooree fammun.
An axle is not made from the senna plant.36

[Said about someone who is capable of doing a certain task.]

(359)

ْدَنَدَنَن یَرَفَنْنِن یَرَفَنْنِن یَرَفَنْنِنْن.  
Eddi merafin gin gorra odimun.
He does not urinate on his wounded hand.37

[Said about someone stingy.]

(360)

ْبَیْنَن یَلْنَنْنِن یَلْنَنْنِن یَلْنَنْنِنْن.  
Naccin amannog girban amannga foogacco.
Through the water of the mirage, the jug spilled the water.

[Said when someone is losing what they already have by pursuing an illusion.]

36 Cassia acutifolia, known for its weak fibres.
37 Urine was used to cleanse some wounds in old Nubia.
(361)

\[
\text{ⲁⲓ ⲧⲁⲛⳟⲁ ⲓⲣⲃⲟⲩⲙⲙⲟ̅ⲩ̅ⲛⲓ ⲕⲁⳝⲓⲛ ⲧⲁⲛⲛⲉⲥⲥⲁ.}
\]
Ay tannga irbummuuni kajin tannessa.
The one who does not know themself is more like a donkey.

[Said about some one ignorant.]

(362)

\[
\text{ⲁⲃⲗⲓⲥⲉ̄ⲛ ⲑ̄ⲅⲟⲛ: ⲁⲱⲁ̄ⲛ ⲕⲟⲙⲉ̄ⲛⲕⲁⲛ ⲝⲟⲩⲕⲕ ⲁⲙⲁⲛⳟⲁ ⲫⲁ ⲛⲓ̄ⲥⲉ ⲑɷⲛ.}
\]
Abliseen iigon: awaan kommeenkan ugreska sukk amannga fa niise yon.
The fox said: If it had not been time, I would go out during the day and drink water.

[Said about someone who is very careful and suspicious.]

(363)

\[
\text{ⲧⲓ̄ⲛ ⲥⲟ̅ⲩ̅ⲅⲁ ⲁⲃⲇⲓⲛ ⲥⲟ̅ⲩ̅ⲗⲟⲅ ⲱⲓⲥⲕⲓⲣⲟⲛ.}
\]
Tiin suuga abadin suulog wiskiron.
He replaced Aisha with Hamida.

[Said when someone covets something from someone that no one else has.]

(364)

\[
\text{ⲧⲓ̄ⲛ ⲥⲟ̅ⲩ̅ⲅⲁ ⲁⲃⲇⲓⲛ ⲥⲟ̅ⲩ̅ⲗⲟⲅ ⲱⲓⲥⲕⲓⲣⲟⲛ.}
\]
Tiin suuga abadin suulog wiskiron.
He exchanged cow milk with the sap of the apple of Sodom.\(^{38}\)

[Said when someone exchanges something of good quality for something useless.]

---

\(^{38}\) The green fruits of the \textit{Calotropis procera} contain a toxic milky sap that is extremely bitter and turns into a gluey coating which is resistant to soap. When we were kids, adults used to warn us about its danger, as we fondly picked the oval fruits of this plant, which resemble mangoes and playing with it like a ball.
(365)

Ashmaan iig kalaga.
Like fire burning in the palm fibers.\(^{39}\)

[Said about burning enthusiasm that soon subsides.]

(366)

Aadem inni taa innilin.
Whatever happens, your people are your people.

[Advice about the strength of kinship and family bonds.]

(367)

Aademiriinan banyiidta jaagmuuni noorka jaagmunna.
He who doesn’t fear people’s words, doesn’t fear God.

[He who does not care about what people say and continues to do bad things.]

(368)

Aademiriin maany kidta korjeen.
The eyes of people crumble the rock.

[Advice about avoiding envy/evil eye of other people.]

\(^{39}\) Palm fibers have a quick fire and quick fade out.
(369)

Adi eleelan kaj fentil darroocon.
Finally, the donkey has climbed palm tree.

[When something impossible has happened.]

(370)

Ajin toyan agarra ir kiddinam.
What I wade into, you drown in.

[Said when what I can do easily and simply exhausts you.]

(371)

Diyo faarkan aag taffijin.
He comforts the deceased after his bones are worn out.

[Said when a person talks about an issue when it’s too late, or appropriates the pride and glories of his predecessors.]

(372)

Aaga nedmée lekin Aawa nedmée gena.
It is better to regret what you did, than what you did not.

[Advice for those who hesitate, as well as to relieve those who regret doing things and have not get what is hoped.]
(373)

Ag tannga murtumun.
He cannot control his mouth.

[Said to excuse or blame someone who said something wrong.]

(374)

Aleeg banynoosa mira naaf.
Say the truth and run.

[Advice to tell the truth.]

(375)

Weenaan deegida menna.
They’ve been watered at the same time.

[Said about the similarity between two or more people.]

(376)

Alii angnganaa ewetti temekkuunan naltigoon uu miiroojon.
My son Ali’s (failed) cultivation prevented us even from seeing our neighbors.

[Said about someone who is useless.]
Proverbs

(377)
Ali ewratta yikkan tanneen noogka fa middikeen.
If Ali were a good farmer, he would fill his mother’s house (with good things).

[Said sarcastically to someone who is useless.]

(378)
Aman siitin tawwo goon dowwin.
Water sneaking under the haystack.

[Said to warn of the danger of a person or thing.]

(379)
Amangoon enna arrumunna.
He won’t bring you water.

[Said about a useless man.]

(380)
Ambig kokki aye tanga nammunna.
He who plants a dom palm tree will not see its fruits.

[Said about someone who starts work that will take a long time.]
(381)

\[
\text{𝐀𝐍𝐍𝐀𝐀𝐖 \text{kokka mawalla aagin}.}
\]

Annaaw kokka mashalla aagin.
My grandmother sits alone in the sun.\(^{40}\)

[Said about a stubborn person who insists on their opinion.]

(382)

\[
\text{𝐀𝐍𝐍𝐄𝐍𝐆𝐀𝐉𝐈 \text{uuska ogoora maska gillin}.}
\]

Annengayi uuska ogoora maska gillin.
My brother forgets the bad and remembers the good.

[Describes the characteristics of a loyal friend.]

(383)

\[
\text{𝐀𝐑𝐀𝐃𝐀 \text{weela danna siicca udeena}.}
\]

Arada weela jamma siicca udeena.
Have the shits in the same place.

[Said about a group when they agree on the same(bad) opinion.]

(384)

\[
\text{𝐀𝐑𝐈𝐉𝐂𝐀 \text{irbummunikka hammamn usurka teena}.}
\]

Arijca irbummunikka hammamn usurka teena.
Give the one who does not know meat pigeon’s ass.

[Said about someone who is ignorant.]

\(^{40}\) This is also one of the riddles circulating in the Nubian regions, and its answer is \text{kədəp} “stick to demarcate land and tie boats/animals to it.”
(385)

אִידָא קַדָּא גִּיסִרְקָא ויִירְקון.
Arijca kabja gisirka wirkon.
He ate the meat and threw the bone.

[Said about a selfish person.]

(386)

אִידָא סְוַעְנָא מָרְוֶלֶה מָרַגְקָא שֵׁפִּינָא.
Arijca sunna marollee maragka seefin.
He who loses the meat eats the soup.

[Two meanings: advice about being content; said to ridicule people without initiative or diligence who are satisfied with little.]

(387)

אִרדָאָ סֵרְפִי דָּאָפִּינָא.
Arjeela seerri daafin.
There is gravel in the arjee.41

[Said when encountering an unwanted person or when something cannot be avoided.]

(388)

אָסַּּאֶ קֵיָּהִּד מַדְאֶרֶה.
Assar shaahid madara.
The child is an acceptable witness.

[Advice that a child’s testimony is credible.]

41 Arjee is a traditional Nubian dish, consisting of boiled beans or grains with added salt and cumin.
(389)

\[ \text{Accar tā kaman kangoon Accara.} \]
\[ \text{Assar taa kamang kangoon Assara.} \]
\[ \text{A child, even if it becomes (the size of) a camel, is a child.} \]

[Advice that children remain children in their parents eyes, regardless of size, age, or social status.]

(390)

\[ \text{Accariinan ewirllon onyin Hamīrk ewiram.} \]
\[ \text{Assariidan ewirllon onyin hamīrk ewiram.} \]
\[ \text{Who sowed with children, sowed cursed yeast.} \]

[Said when a person is forced to deal or partner with someone else who is not responsible.]

(391)

\[ \text{Accarīnan ounyarra ëg oyrra DāFiln.} \]
\[ \text{Assariinan ussurra ëg urra daafīn.} \]
\[ \text{There is a burning flame in a child’s ass.} \]

[Said about the hyperactivity of children.]

(392)

\[ \text{Accarka ikka onykkumuunin onykir.} \]
\[ \text{Assarka ikka onykumuunin onykir.} \]
\[ \text{Make your child cry, before he makes you cry.} \]

[Advice to chastise your child, before they make you cry with their disobedience.]
(393)

Assarka doonyinan seerka korminnang alaga.
Raising a child is like eating gravel.

[Advice about how difficult it is to raise children.]

(394)

Angissinan kubren agarra amannga niitam.
Do not drink water where the fish are disturbed.

[Advice not to drink at a spot where the fish are scared, their abnormal movement indicating a risk in water.]

(395)

Banynyid dukki dollika irbimmunna.
Speech does not know a deep mound.

[Said to someone who speaks with a double tongue.]

(396)

Banynyid oo’ga tiginnanga alaga.
Speech is like tracking someone’s feet.

[Said about someone who is trying to drag out information or thoughts from someone.]

(397)

Banynyidta jaagikka banynyid lergin.
Words follow those who are afraid of it.

[Said to induce courage.]
(398)

Banynyidta waayafiin affimiini guddo naddookan affumunna.
He who does not pick the words while they are in the air, will not catch them after they falls to the ground.

[Advice about the importance of intuition and a quick mind.]

(399)

Banynyid tan guddo naddumun.
His words do not fall to the ground.

[Two meanings: said about a person who is commanding and obeyed among his people; said about an envious person who harms people and their property, so people fear of them.]

(400)

Banynyid tanni kandi galaga (kanda).
His words are (sharp) like a knife.

[Said about the person who is strict and sharp with his words.]

(401)

Bedri yunni kurkuraabuunan bedriya.
As early as the people of Naga kurkur’s early.

[Said about someone breaking promises.]

---

42 Proverb used in the villages of Aniba and Tōmās wa Afye. The people of Nag (Karkar) of Tōmās wa Afye used to go to the lands of the neighboring village Aniba, and whenever they promised to go early in the next day, they broke their promise.
Proverbs

(402)

wünsunj oloomyan aqilagin wirc oydiw.
Buruug ulumnaan agilagoon wirc udir.
Throw the girl even if it is the mouth of a crocodile.

[Advice to let a daughter marry quickly when the time has come.]

(403)

ünsunj iiimagin garapo.
Buruu imiidin garaara.
A girl is like a bag of salt.

[Advice to let a daughter marry quickly when the time has come.]

(404)

wünsunj fisco seccina ogy kajyjaja meco.
Sheetaaniinaan fongossa messiina uu kashsheeya messo.
When the demons were buds, we were fruits.

[Said about experience and old age.]

(405)

ünsunj dammun agarpa iblie duy.
Sheetaaniinan dammen agarru ibliis juu.
Satan goes to the place where the demons gather.

[Said to express a group having many (esp. bad) things in common.]
(406)

Sheetaaniinan kittig kiidaftin.
Wearing a demon’s dress.

[Said about a deceitful, broad-minded, and resourceful person.]

(407)

Sheeyigoon tahraguulogowa heebagoon faatma garriguulogowa.
Wealth through Tahra’s lucky family, prestige through Fatma’s unlucky family.

[Said when comparing between lucky and unlucky.]

(408)

Kajca dooginan wagtiga aluugka teena?
Are they going to feed donkeys while they are riding?

[Said when doing things at an inappropriate time.]

(409)

Filaan jimmeez nakiitan wiiri wiirikka nuurakee.
Like a sycamore tree, its shadow extends to those who are not sitting under it.

[Said about someone who looks after or serves other people than his family or relatives.]
Shaartin shakkisiin diis foogkummo.
He was stabbed with a spear and did not bleed.

[Said when a person hears something that requires a response, intervention, or comment but does not utter a word.]

Shibir ukkilog uwwo enninna.
The two-handled basket is held by two people.

[Said about collaboration on assignments or work.]

Shibirin uffilog naddooson.
He fell out of the basket’s hole.

[Said when ignoring, forgetting, or belittling someone.]

Shibirra ukki menjin.
A basket has handles.

[Said to warn against eavesdroppers.]
(414)

Shooban dangdangila tooron.
He got lost in a long time ago.

[Said of someone who is out of sight, when someone unwanted has disappeared.]

(415)

Shoorti tan tissinan juudeya.
A calm, peaceful-minded spirit.

[Said in praise of a patient person.]

(416)

Shongngirkoon shongngirk ergin.
Money follows money.

[Two meanings: said to denote livelihood and large amounts of money; said to console the poor for their lack of money.]

(417)

Dahaan aatee takka asrin aateeg duwwi kimmunna.
The shadow of the forenoon will not take him to the shadow of the afternoon.

[Said about someone who is hesitant but needs to switch gears.]
(418)

Δούνια Δοζάν ὀτέρ αλάγα.
Dunya daahan aateeg alaga.
Life is like the shadow of forenoon.

[Advice that life is finite.]

(419)

Ἀσρίν μάμα ἑῷς Ἀώικα Αώικήν.
Asrin masha edeen dooshka dooshkeen.
The afternoon sun tricks only the stupid woman.

[Advice to get our work done on time.]

(420)

Δάφφο τὰ Δάφφολλίννα.
Daffo ta daffollinna.
What is lost has been lost.

[Said to console someone for what they lost, if they are sure that it cannot be found.]

(421)

Δαρικκα ἐννιαν οὐκκόν γοῦςσέν οὐκοῦρκα τῷ ἵν οὐκκόνγα κικκικιρ.
Daarikka enninan ukkoon gusseeen usurka tooyn ukkoonga kikkikir.
Make the day of harvest and day of storage barn cleanliness the same day.

[Advice to farmers to organize their work well.]
(422)

Δαώωιναν ίδα ḥιμмоynna.
Dawwinan ida yimmun.
He is not a man of the road.

[Said about anyone who cannot be taken as a travel companion.]

(423)

Deskāra τῷγ/γῷγ μοynna.
Denyanyaara tuup/guup munna.
The prostitute does not regret/deny.

[Said about someone who does not admit, regret, or repent for their wrongdoing.]

(424)

Դիյա�ինտան κοφά φίμοynna.
Diyafiintaan koffa fii munna.
Even though he’s dead, he’s not covered (does not find a grave).

[Said about a useless person.]

(425)

Դիբ Νογιʤան ογγաձΔα.
Dib nuluunan unnaada.
Born on a white night.

[Said when being optimistic about the goodness of a person.]

(426)

Դիրբաձոնձί կեռեձա կումբձա աձկձա օգձին Նակիթձա.
Dirbadondi gemeela kumbu weeka unnin nakittan.
As if the rooster lays an egg a year.

[Said about someone who claims to be what they are not.]
(427)

Δⲟⲟⲓⲓⲓⲛⲏ ⲃⲁ ⳡⳡⲉⲕⲁ ⲟⲩⲛⲉ̄ⲕⲟ̄ ⲇⲟⲩⲙⲓⲛ.
Dooshiinan banynyekka uneekoo duummin.
What the idiot says is understood by the sane.

[Advice that wisdom may be pronounced by insane people, and the sane person should pay attention to what they say.]

(428)

ⲩⲧⲓ ⲧⲁⲛⲛⲁ ⳝⲟ̅ⲩ̅ ⲛⲟⲩⲱⲱⲓⲛ.
Dogee kenti tanna juu nuwwin.
The dove goes to sleep in its nest.

[Said to induce bonding and to be at home.]

(429)

ⲓⲳⲇⲇⲉⲕⲓⲣⲁ ⲗⲉ̄ ⲫⲉⲇⲉⲛ ⲃⲗⲉ̄ⲅ ⲁ̄ⲱⲁⲓⲛ?
Feddekkira lee fedden baleeg aawwa?
Are we borrowing and holding a wedding with borrowed money?

[Advice only to borrow money for emergencies.]

(430)

ⲇⲟⲅⲉ̄ ⲕⲉⲛⲧⲓ ⲧⲁⲛⲛⲁ ⳝⲟ̅ⲩ̅ ⲛⲟⲩⲱⲱⲓⲛ.
Dooron gaadii faayekka tawwon gaadii faayin/tanyiike.
What the upper judge\(^{43}\) writes, is written/approved by the lower judge.

[Advice to have faith in God and his will.]

\(^{43}\) I.e., God.
Eski ḍawin feewin.
Those who are able do and solve.

[Said about a skilled person exercising their profession.]

Eddi tannog kabi aytanga ennin.
He who eats with his hand strengthens himself.

[Advice to do what is good for you.]

Koonan unnisiin dibla unnafiin.
He has been born on the night that crescent appeared.

[A blessing given on the birthday of a beloved one.]

Eski minga meski.
A skilled person can do anything.

[Said about a person who can fulfill their desires by all means because of their skilfulness.]

Eddi weelekin uwwo gena uwwo lekingoon tusko gena.
Two hands are better than one, three better than two.

[Advice about the advantage of cooperation.]
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(436)

Egedin kerbeekka katti etiim weela kollin.
He learns to shear a sheep with an orphan lamb.

[Said about professionals who are unskilled at their work or do a bad job on purpose.]

(437)

Eged egediddan jamma fag fagiddan jammin.
Sheep meets with sheep, goats meet with goat.

[Advice that each is looking for his companion.]

(438)

Ele jenbal ir idangoos.
O, side piece of the garment, be the sleeve.

[Said about someone demanding a role or stature that is not appropriate for him.]

(439)

Eliinaan kumbu wallon dirbada.
Today’s egg is tomorrow’s hen.

[Advice not to underestimate children, but strengthen their confidence and treat them as responsible adults.]
(440)

κορέλα κορόυδο κορέλα κοσουρ.
Koreela koosrudo koreela koosur.
Since we got full at the (last) feast, we get full at the (next) feast.

[Said when postposing to buy something until it becomes necessary.]

(441)

ερεύ ηιος αδίζ μιδρε γιττικκ εννιν.
erey yiss aajiz midree gittikk ennin.
The lazy captain carries a heavy pole.44

[Said about a lazy person.]

(442)

εδδι ιε λελιγ ουγιμμλουγν.
Eddi wee ollig ushimmun.
One hand does not clap.

[Advice to encourage cooperation.]

(443)

Δουγει μινγα ελο? μαγιλτόν υμβιρμεικκα.
Dungngi minnga elo? Maanyiltton shibirweekka.
What did the blind find? A basket of eyes.

[Said when you unexpectedly find what you really wanted.]

---

44 A wooden tool/pole for measuring the depth of water.
Eski kaashin kaabin moolla goon diideelog arjeg okkeen. The masters can cook, knead, and boil the grains at the same time.  

[Said about a skilled person.]

Fedda tooro fedda fammunna. The thing that came by begging cannot be taken out by begging.  

[Advice to warn someone who is in a rush.]

Dogeen urragoon wee menjin takka bigdin urragoon wee minjin. One stands to hunt the dove, and the other to hunt the hunter.  

[Advice that someone who searches for others’ mistakes will surely search for your mistakes too.]

Fentig kunee lekin ooyga kunkan gena. It is better to have your legs than to have a palm tree.  

[Advice that when comparing the ownership of something with the ability to work, the harvester’s share may exceed what the owners may get.45]

45 The worker who harvested dates was taking a percentage of the crop to care for cleaning, fertilizing the palm throughout the year and harvesting the crop in the season.
(448)

Φελεκκα καβαφίν τοῦ ὀρομαφίν.
Felekka kabafin tuu oromafiin.
The stomach of someone who eat onion will be cold.

[Advice that the offender is betrayed by his actions.]

(449)

ⲣⲁⲙⲕⲓⲙ ωⲛⲟ ϕα δⲟⲩ ⚳ⲅⲉⲓⲕⲉ ⚳ⲟⲩⲩⲣⲟⲩⲓⲖⲓⲗ. ⚳ⲟⲟⲟⲣⲓⲖⲓⲗ ⚳ⲧⲟⲩϩⲓⲖⲓⲗ.
Gaashandig siddo fa juu yissan? Uburtinan dukkilaiyon.
When they asked the show-off, ‘Where are you going?’ ‘The ash mound.’

[Advice that beauty is useless without work and good manners.]

(450)

ⲣⲓⲧⲓⲣ Ⲝⲟⲣⳝⲁ Ⲟⲓⲙⲓ ⚳ⲟⲩⲩⲣⲟⲩⲓⲖⲓⲗ. ⚳ⲟⲟⲟⲣⲓⲖⲓⲗ ⚳ⲟⲟⲟⲣⲓⲖⲓⲗ ⚳ⲟⲟⲟⲣⲓⲖⲓⲗ ⚳ⲟⲟⲟⲣⲓⲖⲓⲗ.
Geshig iigla detta udeen.
Gather dry weeds and throw them into the fire.

[Said about those who provoke and cause animosity among people.]

(451)

ⲣⲓⲧⲓⲣ Ⲝⲟⲣⳝⲁ ⲟⲟⲩⲓⲓ ⚳ⲟⲩⲩⲣⲟⲩⲓⲖⲓⲗ. ⚳ⲟⲟⲟⲣⲓⲖⲓⲗ ⚳ⲟⲟⲟⲣⲓⲖⲓⲗ ⚳ⲟⲟⲟ⼝ⲓⲖⲓⲗ ⚳ⲟⲟⲟⲣⲓⲖⲓⲗ.
Gisir korja baay munna.
The bone breaks but does not separate.

[Advice that kinship ties must not be separated, whatever happens.]
Proverbs (452)

_uriwuranaan kamyale ḏōgaΦi?
Guwwanan kamgalee doogafi?
Are you an ant camel rider?

[Said about someone who walks very slow, as if riding a camel of ants.]

Proverbs (453)

_harapoon moolo amarkoon wiira.
Destruction is near, while reconstruction is far.

[Advice about the difficulty of building and easiness of sabotage.]

Proverbs (454)

_ibir menjin ibirin moolka shaagin.
While the target stays, he hits next to it.

[Said when someone doesn’t do/say what they were asked to do even though it was clear.]

Proverbs (455)

_iboneγaŋ toodinaŋ kandi ikka gojmun.
Your cousin’s knife does not slaughter you.

[Advice that your family cannot harm you.]
Nubian Proverbs

(456)

\textit{Tinon tood matton aska edon.}

A son of the east married to a daughter of the west.

[Advice that marriage is pure luck, you can’t know with whom, where, and how.]

(457)

\textit{Ideen fakkanngoon merin tookkanngoon merin.}

When a woman goes out it cuts (has an effect), when she enters it cuts.

[Said to mediate especially when marital problems occur.]

(458)

\textit{Idinnin kabakka dessa yinin kab.}

Eat your husband’s food, even if it’s raw.

[Advice for a wife to obey her husband, and to warn her for the consequences of not doing so, lest he marry someone else.]

(459)

\textit{Idlon bahara yikkan ideen jisra.}

If the husband is a sea, then the wife is a bridge.

[Advice about the harmony between husband and wife.]
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(460)

ⲓⲕⲕⲁ ⲁⲣⲕⲓⲗⲟⲅ ⲝⲟⲩⲑⲕⲉ ⲜⲏⲒⲓⲙⲉ ⲝⲟⲣⲓⲝⲓⲗⲟⲅ ⲝⲟⲩⲓⲣ. 
Ikka arkilog usheekka kidinan korjidollog ushir.
Hit the one who hit you with mud with a stone.

[Said when the response to an offense is stronger than the offense itself.]

(461)

ⲓⲕⲕⲁ ⲑⲣⲓⲱⲓⲙⲓⲟⲅⲛ Ⲇⲃⲣⲓⲫ ⲙⲕⲏⲣⲓⲟⲥ ⲑⲣⲓⲁ. 
Ikka irbummunan agarra mergoosa arag.
In a place where no one knows you dance like crazy.

[Advice to act freely as long as you are out of sight of those who may know you.]

(462)

ⲓⲕⲕⲁ ⲁⲕⲓⲱⲣⲓⲱⲓⲁ ⲙⲓⲝⲓⲏⲣ ⲙⲓⲝⲓⲣⲓⲟⲥ ⲑⲣⲓⲁ. 
Ikka fejirnan ewwellog teenanga salaja yikkangoon moontam.
Do not refuse what they give you early in the morning, even if it is a kick.

[Said to encourage early work and not to reject anything that comes in the morning, even if it’s bad it may be a sign of much good.]

(463)

ⲓⲕⲕⲁ ⲙⲏⲛ ⲑⲕⲳ ⲑⲟⲩⲓⲣⲓⲟⲝ ⲑⲟⲯⲓⲣⲟⲝ ⲑⲟⲩⲓⲣ. 
Ikka maany weellog guynyokka uwwolog guyny.
He who looks at you with one eye, look at him with two.

[Two meanings: advice to be good to those who are good to you and harm back those who harm you; to be better to someone who is good to you and to double down on abuse.]
(464)

Ikka tebbaya ur innga elis.
I looked for you and found your head.

[Said when you miss a person dear to you.]

(465)

Ikka tissi kogorokki lagoon oyinga tigin.
He who hates you tracks your footprints in the rocky land.

[Advice that someone who hates you will continue to look for any slip you make.]

(466)

Ikka tissi insirsukkelog simarkumunna.
He who hates you is not saddened by your slipping and falling.

[Advice about hatred and envy.]

(467)

In irkil mashanan merekka tiigeya iigmunnan.
In this village they do not welcome the stranger after sunset.

[Said about miserliness.]
(468)

**Inđon ōc melĩne sa.**
Indon uus mediinel uusa.
A villain here is a villain anywhere.

[Advice that a bad person may not change no matter where they go.]

(469)

**Inēnga o yokir ānēnga ennelee?**
Ineenga uskir aneenga enneelee?
You take care of your mother, and neglect mine?!

[Said about a selfish person who only considers his own interests and does not care about others.]

(470)

**Irīn kabsiinnon ikka issiga.**
Irin kabsiinnon ikka issiga.
What you ate begs you.

[Said to someone who ate in your house but turned against you.]

(471)

**Inni ikka adāwaga āwatėn.**
Inni ikka adaawaga aawateen.
Your relative might be causing you enmity.

[Advice about the problems that individuals may cause to their families and relatives.]
(472)

Inngoon faaya fiyontaan naafa fiyollin.
Although this was written, it was hidden.

[Said when something bad happens unexpectedly.]

(473)

Iriin banynyisiin ikka algin.
What you said is like you.

[Advice that what you say shows your true nature.]

(474)

Illim taa ken dangdangilla tooro.
What is wrong with you to go to the wilderness?

[Said about someone who disappears for a while and then returns.]

(475)

Illim taa kam kuushee(digintee) latoon tursanan alagango.
Why did you become like camels expelled from a safflower/cowpea field?

[Said when meeting a miserable or sad person.]
(476)

\[ \text{Iṣ tā oylumlli ennon tōrēga wirka oṣa Ḣecan ne?} \]
\[ \text{Ir taa ulumli ennon tooreega wirka ud Ḣecan nee?} \]
Are you that eaten by the crocodile, and they threw the axle behind them and went?

[Said about someone who was out of sight, then suddenly appears.]

(477)

\[ \text{Ittir dēyka okken.} \]
\[ \text{Ittir uuska okkeen.} \]
She cooks a bad ittir.\(^{46}\)

[Said about someone with bad cooking skills or who cannot do even the easiest jobs.]

(478)

\[ \text{Jaahal ay tannin aduwwa.} \]
\[ \text{Jaahal ay tannin aduwwa.} \]
The fool is the enemy of himself.

[Said about someone ignorant.]

(479)

\[ \text{Jelliga oṣ wēlotōn āwa tarye.} \]
\[ \text{Jelliga oṣ weedotoon aawa tanynye.} \]
Do your work from start to finish.

[Advice to finish the work assigned to you.]

\(^{46}\) See fn. 13.
(480)

Juumessan kulla fa juun.
He will go to the hole where no one has gone.

[Said when someone does something that they know has a bad ending.]

(481)

Kabafii miriid weelon daakanngoong mirin.
The one whose eaten plenty runs if it’s necessary to run.

[Advice to eat before leaving the house, just in case you’re out of the whole day; also said to encourage guests to eat.]

(482)

Kabar innig kabooson nar anni merooson.
I ate your food, and my tongue was cut off.

[Advice that who eats your food will not speak (bad) about you.]

(483)

Kajca kuni ooylog tanynymunna.
He who owns a donkey does not walk on his feet.

[Said about someone who is self-sufficient and doesn’t need others.]
(484)

KATTI TANNEEN FAAGKA TALLIN.
Katti tanneen faagka tallin.
The (wool of the) lamb looks like the wool of his mother.

[Said when a child looks or acts like their parents.]

(485)

KID GIT'IKKKA ENNI OURTANNA OKKËN.
Kid gittikka enni urtanna okken.
He who carries a heavy stone puts it on his head.

[Advice to think twice before doing something that may have heavy consequences.]

(486)

KID WEEKKA SOKKA TIKKANGOON SEGED WEE FALAKIIN.
Kid weekka sokka tikkangoon seged wee falakiin.
Whenever you lift a stone, a scorpion comes out.

[Advice to avoid dealing with certain people.]

(487)

KOÖGA KOJNI GARIIBANGMUNNA.
Kooga kuni gariibangmunna.
He who has kin will not become a stranger.

[Advice not live or work too far away from your kin.]

(488)

MALLELLA SOKKA DAÅFIN.
Mallella sukka dafin.
He involves himself in everything.

[Says about someone who sticks his nose in everything.]
Nubian Proverbs

(489)

\[ \text{Wallo lekin elii moola.} \]

Today is closer (better) than tomorrow.

[Advice not to postpone work.]

(490)

\[ \text{Uttuun assarra kinynyeelekina egedin duwwi weella kinynyikan gena.} \]

It is better to be tired of an old sheep than being tired of the children of others.

[Advice to take care of your own.]

(491)

\[ \text{Usurin jerahga nayga shekkatiwwa?} \]

To whom we complain for the pain in our ass?

[Difficulty complaining of disobedience of sons.]

(492)

\[ \text{Joogsan malleeka fa sillina.} \]

What they\(^{47}\) grind, they\(^{48}\) will scatter all.

[Advice to parents to act responsibly, lest the children carry the burden.]

\(^{47}\) I.e., the parents.\(^{48}\) I.e., the children.
Proverbs

(493)

τόρεν νόρκον ὀργόν, ψηφίριν νόρκον καβόν.
Tooreen noorkoon orgon, shibirin noorkoon kabon.
The owner of a spade was hungry, the owner of the basket ate.

[Said when someone gets the profit of what others worked for.]

(494)

τὸρβαρ γαρρὶ σίττιλα δίειν.
Torbar garri siittila dingngin.
A bad farmer fights in the hay.

[Said when someone destroys his own work because of their carelessness or stupidity.]

(495)

τὸρδορὸν φαλτὶ γασία.
Torjooron falti gaasiya.
He who interferes comes out with difficulty.

[Advice that what you start you have to end.]

(496)

τεμε μας τεμερ ὀυςίναν κομбавκικὰν νὸρ ταννὶν τῶν ἀραγίν.
Teme mas temer uusinan kumbakikan noog tannin tuul aragin.
A good neighbor dances inside his house even when the bad neighbor beats his drums.

[Advice to be kind and tolerant.]
(497)

τούςσιτάν μᾶροιά.
Tussitan maaroya.
His fart is a fertilizer.

[Said about someone who is very lucky.]

(498)

οὐδομρτι τακκά φιρμένκαν κολλούμοννα.
Uburti takka fiirmeenkan kollumunna.
Ash does not get stuck with whom does not transport it.

[Advice that evil only affects those who commit it.]

(499)

οὐγμερ ἀράβα τανγα ογόρμοννα.
Ugmee haraaba tannga ogoormunna.
The owl does not forget his ruin.

[Saying that people with bad habits will fall back into them.]

(500)

οὐναρηναν ογκοκι νεῆα.
Unnariinan ukki neeja.
The ear who gives birth is deaf.

[Advice to choose the right moment to give advice, not when someone is preoccupied.]
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